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Low tonight and high Thurs­
day 28 and 38. Kelowna tempera­
tures Tuesday 44 and 23. The Daily FO R EC ASTMostly cloudy today and Thurs­day. Snow today. A few snow flurries on Thursday. Little 
change in temperature. Winds 
light.
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OTTAWA (CP)—Prime Minis-into committee on estimates— 
ter Diefenbaker and his Progres-ian amendment that would have 
sive Conservative government to- toppled the administration, 
day seemed assured of a period NO 8UPPORT 
of clear sailing unless they them-1 But this first Liberal non-con- 
selves decide to go to the people, fidence motion of th e ! three- 
Two days of clamorous Com- month-old session was so worded 
mons debate ended Tuesday night'—simply a request that the gov- 
with clear indication that no op- ernment hand over the job to the 
position party-in the House wants; Liberals—that it obviously could 
to defeat the minority govern- j not gain support from any other 
ment to force an immediate gen-!party
eral election. j A CCF non-confidence motion
Lester B. Pearson, the new Lib- also was so worded that it could
REUTHER STAKES 
IN PROFIT-SHARE PLAN
eral chieftain who took over as 
official opposition leader Monday, 
immediately took steps to show 
he and his party did not want to 
force a general election.
He did move an amendment to 
the government's motion to go
not command the support of any 
of the other groups.
When the voting came the Lib­
erals alone voted for their mo­
tion and the CCF alone voted for 
theirs, and the government was 
handsomely sustained.
Anti-Climax Vote
After that verdict Prime Min-j 
ister Diefenbaker gave no sign of 
a desire to seek immediate dis-j 
solution of Parliament for an! 
election.
Earlier, Finance Minister Don­
ald Fleming clearly indicated 
that won’t be done now.
Instead, he spoke of bringing 
down a budget next session for 
the new fiscal year starting 
April 1.
His statement pointed to a 
pVobable deficit budget to help 
cure the economic slump:.
“While next year we would un­
questionably like to have a bal­
anced budget . . .  we "are not
going to put a balanced budget 
above what we regard as our 
firm determination to provide, 
through the agency of public 
works, jobs for unemployed Cana­
dians.”
Focal point of the debate was 
the first non-confidence motion to 
be presented this session by the 
Liberals.
That was defeated 150 to 95, 
with only the Liberals backing it.
Just before, a vote of 221 to 24 
defeated a CCF non-confidence 
motion advocating a study of the 
British free-trade proposal and a 
plan to direct investment into a 
wide program of public develop­
ment.
Back Own Motions
However, the votes, taken be­
fore p a c k e d  public galleries, 
showed the Commons with as 
close to full attendance as the 
365-member House ever comes.
Voting were 107 pL the. 113 Com 
servaiives, '93 o f the 106t,ibera'ls,
24 of the 25 COT members, 17 of 
the 19 Social Credit MPs, and the 
two independentsr Speaker Ro­
land Michener, a Conservative, 
had no vote. •
The debate produced challenges 
from both Liberals and Conserva­
tives that the other party force 
an election.
Lionel Chevrier, former Lib­
eral transport minister, said the 
Conservatives want to be de­
feated by the opposition to get an 
election "to escape the respon­
sibility of dealing with urgent 
problems.”
Justice Minister Davie Fulton, 
winding up the d e b a t e  amid 
clamor from all sides, called the 
Liberal motion a "weak, reedy, 
half-baked, ramshackle contrap­
tion of compromise and confu­
sion."
Mr. Fleming said that if the 
Liberals had "the courage of'something now about it.
Lists Aid Given
Invites GM President 
To Speak to Union
DETROIT (AP)—Walter P. Reuther today staked hh 
reputation as a labor leader who does the unusual by going 
before a special convention of his United Auto Workers union 
with a revolutionary profit-sharing plan for the car industry.
In a surprise move on the eve -----  - " —'------- *— ....... -
of the convention, Reuther Tues­
day night invited General Motors 
President Harlow H. Curtice to 
appear as a guest speaker before 
the convention and tell the dele­
gates how to shape their bargain­
ing demands.
There was no immediate reply 
from Curtice.
Reuther noted that Curtice last 
week had termed the UAW’s new 
bargaining plan "wholly unreal­
istic” and also had expressed 
hope that the convention would 
"recognize the economic realities 
and adopt a sound policy.”
Reuther told Curtice the dele­
gates "are free agents.”
ASKS RATIFICATION 
The UAW president, in an off- 
the-cuff keynote s p e e c h ,  was 
ready to ask 3,000 delegates rep­
resenting the union’s 1,500,000 
memers in the United States and 
Canada to ratify his plan to have 
the big car manufacturers share 
profits with workers.
Acceptance by the convention of 
Reuther’s new collective bargain­
ing program in 1958 contract ne­
gotiations appears certain. The
their convictions to challenge the 
government” the Conservatives 
would be ready for an election.
"These L i b e r a l s  just can’t 
stand the sight of ballot boxes 
. :t,^_ifj^e^ebthem^lhere.it<wni 
only be by dragging them kicking 
and screaming to the polls.'* ’
Unemployment was the key Is 
sue of the arguments on both 
sides,
Mr. Chevrier said that if the 
government had the courage it 
would present a comprehensive 
program to meet unemployment 
instead of dealing with it piece­
meal.
Paul Martin, former Liberal 
health minister, predicted that 
unemployment insurance p a y- 
ments in the next couple of 
months will be almost double 
those of a year ago.
He said the government is not 
entirely responsible for the situa­
tion. Unemployment had been ris­
ing before it took office last June.
But the Conservatives had 
charged the former Liberal gov­
ernment with responsibility for 
I the situation instead of doing
FIRST 1958 B O A R D  O F  T R A D E M E E T IN G
The 1958 .Kelowna Board of 
JXr
first time' ; Tuesday evening. 
Shown - from left to right are 
R. G. Whillis, C. E. R. Bazett,
E. L. Adam, L. E. Stephens. 
^Ernest Busch^^S^fftarrison-' 
Smith fchairman), TVR. Hill, 
(secretary), L. G. Wilson, D. 
C. Simson, Robert Colthurst,
B, W. Johnston; A. R, Pollard ,
;<ahdiSb;^NV' BraTm ej^AbseStJ 
when photo was taken was past, 
president C. G. Gaddes, Jack 
Bews, L. R. Stephens, Ronald
Prosser and - Mayor- R. F , 
'Parkinson.
—Courier Photo by Gorby.'
New committee heads were ap­
pointed at the first meeting pf 
the new Kelowna Board of Trade 
executive. Committee chairmen 
will meet with trade board mem­
bers and report back to execu­
tive meetings.
Chairmen are: administration, 
W. T. Buss; advertising and pub­
licity, Len Leathley; Kelowna 
booklet, B. W. Johnston; agri­
cultural and suburban, R. Steph-
Mr. Fleming .listed steps the 
government has taken, including 
provision of cash advances on 
farm-stored Prairie grain, exten­
sion of seasonal unemployment 
insurance benefits, expansion of 
unemployment assistance aid to 
p r o v i n c e s  and funnelling of 
money Into house construction.
Then he referred to the pos­
sibility of budgeting for a deficit 
nqxt year. Last Dec, (J he fore­
cast an $80,000,000 budget surplus 
in the current year ending Mnrch 
31.
Mr- Fleming said the Liberals 
have misrepresented the extent 
of unemployment. They ignored 
the fact that numbers of persons 
with Jobs set monthly records 
every month from June to De­
cember last year.
Mr. Chevrier said the prime 
minister had heaped scorn on the 
new opposition leader through 
disnppblntmcnt.
Mr. Fleming countered that Mr, 
Chevrier could not repair the 
"irreparable damage” dona , by 
the prime minister’s "masterful” 
speech.
"All of Chev’s forces nnd nil 
of Pnt\l‘s me,,« won’t put Mike to­
gether again,” he said, referring 
to Paul Martin and to Mr. ,Pcnr- 
aon’R nickname of MlktV
Colin Cameron (CCF — Na­
naimo) gave the laurels of Mon­
day’s battle to Mr. Diefenbaker, 
He said the Liberals had had 
the effronfbry to ask that they be 
let in the back door after being 
thrown out the front door in the 
June 10 election,
Mr, Diefenbaker had used "bat­
teries of rhetoric and arsenals of 
vitriol nnd invective to shoot one 
forlofn sitting duck already crip- 
plied with a self-inflicted wound."
Solon Low, Soclnl Credit leader, 
said Mr, Diefenbaker and Mr, 
Pearson "stood toe to toe and 
emasculated each o t h e r  with 
truth."
He also indicated Iris Social 
Credit party doesn't think much 
of an immediate election. He said 
the government should get down 
to business on nnttnnnl problems 
instead of daring others to force 
an election.
Both Mr, Martin and Mr. Chev­
rier attacked the nctlon of Mr. 
Dlcfchbnker Monday in making 
public n confidential economic re 
jiort prepared In March,-1957, for 
the Liberal cabinet by govern­
ment advisers, '
The prime minister used the 
document to claim Canada was 
on the economic slide before, the 
Liberals left office, lie charged 
that tho Liberals took no nctlon 
on the wnrnings nnd that they 
"concealed Information" from the 
public. ' 1,.
Trade Board Appoints 
New Committee
FEM A LE A V IA T O R  
SETS JET  RECORD
STEWART AIR F O R C E ,  
BASE, N.Y. (AP)v-Ruth Nich­
ols, pioneer woman aviator, 
flew an air force jet Tuesday 
faster than 1,000 miles an hour: 
at an altitude of 51,000 feet. 
The flight was reported to have 
set women's records for speed 
nnd altitude.
Storms Kill 
1 7  In Kansas
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Knnsn':! 
City nnd its environs today dug 
out from under 15 incites of snow 
after tho worst storm in 46 years.
The storm left 17 dead In Kan­
sas, Missouri, Iowa nnd Illinois 
and southern Wisconsin before 
blowing itself out along the south­
ern rim of the Great Lakes.
Most of the deaths werp nttrlb 
uteri either to accidents on slick 
roadways or heart attacks after 
(shovelling snow o  ̂ bucking drifts.
Most Of this nren got a t least 
a foot of snow, Odessa, Mb., 38 
miles cast of Kansas City, had 18 
inches. Kansas City’s 15 was the 
greatest snow depth since a 25 
inch storm in Mnrch, 1912.
ens; civic affairs, C. D. Gaddes; 
finance, C. E. R. Bazett; indus­
tries, C, G. Gaddes; member­
ship, Les Wilson: Jaycee liaison 
committee, Roy Pollard; nation­
al affairs, Jim Whillis; roads 
and transportation, E. Adam, and 
Okanagan Cariboo Trail Associa­
tion, Jack Bews.
Other representatives _are Les 
Stephens, retail merchants as­
sociation; R. Prosser, garage 
association, R, Colthurst, tourist 
court owners and E. Busch, Kel­
owna Junior Chamber of Com 
merce.
INCREASED FEES
Discussed at length were pro­
posals for an (equitable means of 
increasing fees to meet costs of 
an impending change in bonrd of 
trade set-up.
J. Imrie, head of a special com­
mittee investigating 'revision of 
fees Suggested B of T members 
be assessed according to number 
of employees. The committee 
Mr. Imrie said, felt this was was 
most acceptable basis, although 
exceptions would have to be made 
for;a. number of firms. A reso­
lution. by trade .board executive 
asked for a final ..recommenda­
tion for fee- assessment before 
mid-February when the member­
ship drive Is organized,
Mr. Roycc Bazett told the 
meeting ho had prepared^ scale 
tentatively and found that ‘ by
” R to 
cost
assessing members neppi 
employees, the increa 
could be met.
Under the new system, the 
tourist burenu would automatical 
ly receive financial support from 
all bonrd of trade members 
Only non-members would bo can 
vassed for funds,
LUNCHEON MEETINGS
Trade bonrd president S. liar 
rlson Smith speculated that at 
tendance would be good at 
luncheon meetings. Following a 
suggestion from the annual gen 
eral meeting, those noon\ hour 
meetings will bo hold about once 
a month. The first luncheon 
meeting will probably be held In 
mid-February.
S T ER N . W H EELER S, P O N Y  EXPRESS
...........-      -  ..............1—1
Vernon Pioneer Past
BY REG HORTWKI.L 
. Courier Vernon Correspondent
VERNON—When Byron JohnJ 
son of Vernon celebrates his 90th 
birthday today, ho will be nblo 
to look back on 70 years of H.C. 
progress.
Sitting in his comfortable room 
M the home of Harold Down. 
IVyron recalled how he had once 
owner! his own steamboat, how 
the i apyla industry started, and
remembered attending an early 
llegattn at Kelowna.
Despite tho years ho has lived 
in this province, Byron doesn’t 
feel he fits in with the Centennial 
theme,—-unless yon make it a fa­
mily affair. His father arrived in 
B.C. for, the first Caritwo Gold 
Rush In m o.
Byrot), Sr,, followed the gold 
trpll for five years, lie returned 
to England, to become a lawyer,
wrote a book, and became the 
father of Byron,;Jr, ’Tho book, 
"Very Far West indeed" Is in the 
provincial museum at ..Victoria.
"Very Far -West" mhst have 
kindled a desire to trpvel in young 
Byron. At the ago of 21, ho left 
three yenrs of law studies in 
Et gland,' married, nnd boarded 
the steamer "Vancouver” for an 
eight-day tourney to Canada,
One of his first Jobs Installed
him as a director of the Okanagan 
Lnnd nnd Development Company 
the firm that virtually "built* 
Vcrnom
' At tho time of his (irst trip to 
the Interior in 1890, "Vernon" was 
Forbes Vernofi'H cuttle ranch nnd 
Frank Barnard's JBX ranch, Tito 
latter provided horses for tho JBX 
Express Into tho Cariboo,
SOOTH AFRICA SEEKS DEATH 
P E N A L T Y  FOR ARM ED THUGS
CAPETOWN (Reuters)—South Africa may impose 
the death penalty ̂ oc, robbery and housebreaking.
Justice Minister Charles Swart has introduced a bill 
in the assembly authorizing the death sentence in cases 
where there are “aggravating circumstances.”
The bill seeks to curb armed robberies which the speech 
from the throne last Friday said had lately asssumed. 
“disquieting proportions.”
Justice In Race
LUMBERTON, N,C. (AP)—Art fine and 
Indian judge today convicted n 
Ku Klux Klansman of carrying a 
concealed weapon and of public 
drunkenness at a KK rally near 
here last Saturday night—a rally 
broken up by shots fired -by 
angry Indians.
Judge Lacy Manor gave KlanS* 
man James Garland Martin of 
Reidsville, N.C., a lecture before 
giving him a 60-day,.suspended 
sentence upon payment of a $60
court, costs. It
C A N A D A 'S  HIGH 
.  .  .  A N D  LOW
Victoria .............1......... -1 ...-  46
The Pas ............ -24
could
$100have been two years and 
fine and costs.
‘You came into a community 
where there is a ■’happy, con­
tented people who frown on vio­
lence,” the 55-ycar-old judge told 
Martin who, with About 50 others, 
had - been chased off n field by 
a band of Lumbee Indians.
“ You came with a gun. Ob­
viously you did not bring good 
will."
"Our people (Indians) enn’t 
understand why you would want 
to come among n hnppy people 
and bring nnd create discord," 
Ho continued:
"If your organization hnd some­
thing worth while to offer us wc 
would be happy to have you, put 
the history of your organization 
proves tllat it has nothing to of 
for."
convention will vote on it either 
tonight or Thursday.
I Reuther is expected to have no 
.trouble controlling a minority 
faction that favors retaining the 
[short work week with increased 
take-home pay as the union’s 
chief bargaining objective.
Reuther surprised both Indus- 
trial and labor leaders, 10 dara, 
ago b y  ^M thindng?'that‘ this ’ Is 
not the time-taf plug for a shorter 
workweek.
The plan features’ a division of 
profits before taxes above 10 per 
cent of net capital.
' Ten per cent would be set- aside 
for return on investment. Of the 
balance, 50 per cent would go to 
stockholders and executives, 25 
per cent would be divided among 
about 800,000 workers, and the 
union recommended, but did not 
.demand, that 25 per cent go to 
Customers in rebates.
SEEK WAGE INCREASE 
The new bargaining program 
also calls for a general wage in­
crease (not yet specified), an ex­
tension of layoff pay benefits, im­
proved pensions and other bene­
fits, •
Besides General Motors, exec­
utives of Ford, Chrysler and 
American Motors r e j e c t e d  
Reuther’s plan as "unsound."
The current three - year con­
tracts with GM, Ford and Chrys­
ler run out around June 1. Face- 
to-face bargaining on new con­
tracts will begin about April 1.
The convention also will be 
asked to levy special assess 
ments to double the union’s strike 
fund, which now has an estimated 
$24,000,000.
HH
Canada Scraps Missile Project 
Through Lack O f Scientists
VANCOUVER (Cf>)—pack of 
scientists nnd technicians has 
forccdl Canada to scrap a multi- 
million dollar guided missile pro­
ject'- and import men from Brit­
ain to control atomic research, 
Dr.. Gordon Shrum of the Unlj 
verslty of B.C. said Tuesday, 
" It is n trngdy that wo cannot 
produce enough scientists toNmect 
our own'requirements,” said tho 
dean, head of the UBC physics 
and graduate studies depart­
ments.
He said a guided air-to-air mis­
sile bclbg developed In Canada 
had to bo abandoned after mil­
lions of dollars had been spent 
on It boenuso enough scientists 
nnd electronic engineer's - could 
pot' be found to carry on the 
work,
Practically nit the scientists 
At that time, Byron relates, Kc- working at the Chalk River, Ont„ 
fleiH-VERNON PIONEER Page 3atomic energy plant have been
1 , ' ' ' ' , 1 . v \
brought from .Britain? he said.
Dr, Schrum said tho real weak 
ness in the Canadian educational 
system Is that it docs not* con 
sldcr merit In its teachers.
WALTER REUTHER 
.  . ? stakes reputation'
U A W  Revolt 
Plan Flops
DETROIT (CP.)—;A threatened 
revolt by. Canadian .members-of . 
the United Auto Workers union 
(CLC) against, a profit - sharing ■ 
plan proposed for the, automobile 
manufacturing industry - by tho 
union’s international, president# 
Walter Reuther, appears to have 
fizzled.
A mcctiflg in Windsor Tuesday 
apparently failed to support dole- * 
gates to . a contract convention 
who opppse Reuther's plan to 
drop efforts to obtain a four-day 
week in -1958 and • seek instead 
profit-sharing plan.
The 150 Canadians will bd 
among 3,000 delegates who today 
will begin’ to study of the union's 
1958 contract demands! '
Present collective agreements 
expire at the ond of May for most 
workers while. Chrysler of Can­
ada contracts run until August.
A M B A S S A D O R  S A YS :
ILS.-Canada
iia m iltq n >) United
States Ambnssndot Livingston T. 
Merchant today took a searching 
look at Cnnadian-Amerlcan rela­
tions and found problems that he 
said are not all of his country’s 
making.
In bis two yenrs In Canada, he 
said he has detected a change in 
mood or cllmnte that both Coun­
tries must examine, It was evi­
denced "in a steadily growing 
criticism of certain policies of the 
U.S. government or actions which 
are assumed’’ to reflect Hs, poll 
clew.
He said he did not believe when 
he came to Canada that as the 
problems between this country 
and Ills own multiplied und be 
came more complex "the ntmos 
phero itself might change find
with the change solutions become 
more difficult."
But "this I now believe may 
be happening."
Ho realized hotter than ever 
that Canada doesn’t want to ba 
taken for granted. "No ono does, 
Neither do we."
Canadian Chamber 
O f Commerce Week
MONTREAL (CP) -  President 
Ralph C. Pybus of tho Canadian 
today that Chamber of Commerce 
Chamber of Commerce announced 
Week will be observed April 13- 
19 with special programs by 750 
branches across Canada, ■
GALE-FORC E W INDS IN B.C.
Show, Rain Cross Country
By TIIE CANADIAN PRESS
Rnow or freezing rain struck 
many parts of Canada today. 
Only southern Alberta nnd areas 
of Manitoba experienced, clear 
weather,
Rain ond gale - force winds 
swept In on the British Columbia 
coast bdt t e in p e r  a t  u r e s re­
mained fairly level.
Alberta was sunny ond mild.
At Fort Churchill, in northern 
Manitoba, a d v e r s e  weather 
forced cancellation of n rocket 
firing planned at the military 
base there, The cold air pressed 
steadily southward over the rent 
of the province and Into North­
ern Ontario but skits remained 
generally clear.
Coldest spot in the country was
W ■
reported to be Ilford, Man,,-with 
a reading of 33 below zero. I 
A storm which brought snow 
and freezing rain to Soiitherfi 
Ontario Tuesday night nnd ,today 
moved eastward to Join another 
along tho Atlantic coast. Ontario 
looked forward to clcap skies to­
night, but 'Somewhat colder wea­
ther. . . 1 . '■
>
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LETTERS T O  THE EDITOR
Sparc the rod and spoil the child is the 
old philosophy of child discipline.
There are many people today who blame 
lack of corporal punishment for an attitude 
in children that leads to juvenile delinquency.
What is corporal punishment, and when 
is it used?
One educator describes corporal punish­
ment as “a pat on the back, low enough and 
hard enough.’*
The old-fashioned spankings, knucklc- 
rappings with a ruler, and shaking until teeth 
rattle, as measures a teacher can use to dis­
cipline a pupil, are going out of style. But in a 
degree they are permitted by law, if admin­
istered in the presence of another adult.
The’other day we came across a pam­
phlet distributed by a principal of a Washing- * 
ton State school. The pamphlet outlines 
school policies and regulations. Of its discip­
line policy, the pamphlet says:
“Ordinarily teachers should handle their 
own discipline problem. But there will be 
times when the assistance of the principal 
will be needed. The principal should guide, 
assist and encourage teachers in meeting such 
problems. The teachers and principal should 
work together to establish proper pupil atti­
tudes and conduct so that discipline problems 
will not arise.
“The best discipline can be attained 
when pupils are led rather than driven. The 
best pupil discipline cannot be attained by 
threats, sarcasm, or sermonizing, but rather 
by securing their interest and encouraging 
them.
“Although fairness and kindness are 
deemed necessary in disciplining children,
Winter W ork
•A campaign is now underway to encour­
age local residents to do odd jobs around 
their homes in an effort to create employment 
for men who otherwise would be forced to 
draw jobless insurance benefits.
Sponsored by the National Unemploy­
ment Insurance Commission, the campaign 
is designed in the hope that citizens will be 
alerted to the fact that everyone has a role 
' to play in this'drive.
One of the primary targets of the cam­
paign is to break down the belief that some 
jobs cannot be done in the winter. At one 
time it was felt that interior decorating, 
painting, plumbing and electrical installations 
were jobs that must be done in the spring 
or summer months.
Such work can be carried out just as 
effectively in January or February, as in May 
or June. The commission is quick td point 
to the fact that during the colder months 
there is a larger supply of labor available. 
There is better opportunity to get the work 
finished without protracted delays.
The net effect of this drive will be to 
provide work for many men who would rather 
not have to depend upon unemployment in­
surance benefits. They want to work and 
feel that they arc leaking their full contribu­
tion to the economic progress of the country..
Home owners can arrange to do work 
now which they have scheduled for the spring 
or summer. Businessmen can follow a similar 
, policy.
firmness is also necessary at all times. Each 
teacher and principal should be familiar with 
the provisions of state law relating to corporal 
punishment Corporal punishment should 
be regarded as the last resort and should 
be inflicted only after all other means of in­
fluencing the child, including conferences 
with parents, have been exhausted. A teacher 
should .not inflict corporal punishment ex­
cept with the consent and the presence of the 
principal. Nor should the principal use cor­
poral, punishment except in the presence of 
some teacher." ;
Even the most conservative educator 
will tell you there arc times when a school 
student should have a good spanking. And 
some principals believe more spankings 
should be administered than are now being 
done.
On the other hand, some parents ob­
ject to their children being punished. There 
arc some teachers who believe that student 
discipline would be improved if more spank­
ings could be handed out. But such punish­
ment is futile unless the parent backs up the 
teacher. There’s no point in punishing the 
child if the parent immediately takes the 
child’s side. In fact, that lessens discipline.
A child cannot be fully corrected with­
out the co-operation of the parent.
Staying after school is still the most-used 
punishment for minor infractions in discip­
line. This could easily be supplemented by 
the denial of certain privileges in school.
It is during the early years of school, 
that a child’s life is molded. Behavior of 
children at school is just as important as 
teaching the three R’s.
NO SIDEWALKS
The Editor, The Daily Courier,' 
Dear Sir: '
Seven years ago, I first came 
as a visitor to Kelowna. At that 
time thete was no. sidewalk on 
Cawston Avenue. I was informed 
it • was the intention of the city 
council to build a sidewalk 'on 
Cawston in the near future.
Again I am a visitor to your 
city and J find there is no side­
walk put in yet.
Also Cawston Ave. heeds black­
topping. A terrible messy street 
this sToppy weather, I wonder 
what the taxpayers aye paying 
taxes for.
Why are curbs so high at the 
ends between sidewalks, a ter­
rible drop for women pushing 
baby carriages. Walks between 
sidewalks on all streets should be 
paved or blacktopped.
Where there are good side­
walks, persons get wet feet, walk­
ing from sidewalk to sidewalk, on 
account of walks being wet or 
muddy condition. Where are 
$600,000 in taxes going?
J. J. MORROW.
DEER DAMAGE
The Editor, Daily Courier,
Dear Sir:
‘ I note in a recent Issue of your
Eaper that some orchardlsts are avlng trouble with damage done 
by deer.
I had similar trouble in the 
Kootenays where the deer used to 
eat off my beets and chard in the 
garden. I found that blood and 
bone fertilizer would keep them 
away as they do not like the 
smell. However, after a raid the 
aroma is gone and has to be re­
newed.
Some people placed the ferti 
lizer in small sacking bags and 
hung on the trees but it soon gets 
wet and hard and of little value 
I sprinkled the dry powder, by 
hand, around places infected by 
the deer and it kept them away, 
but it may be expensive to do 
this on a large scale. I must warn 
that too much fertilizer will bum 
the foliage.
Am sending this to you in the 




old man's log cabin he saw me 
looking intently at his old grand­
father clock that.was standing by 
his telephone and he asked me 
why I was so Interested in it. He 
we certainly surprised and some­
what embarrassed when I said 
“Oh nothing, except that your old 
clock seems to have a pretty loud 
tick whenever we are ’phoning." 
After that we heard it no more.
It is forty-seven years since 1 
was camping in a tent at the bot­
tom on the Gully at the end of 
Speers’ Lane \vMle I was clears 
ing the forest off what is now my 
orchard, and one morning while 
'  was having breakfast, one of old 
Speers’ cows suddenly wandered 
into our camp.
This was indeed a gift from the 
gods, as there were no dairies 
: n those days and I only had tin­
ned milk which I did not like, 
so with a view to a. future milk 
supply I said to the man who was 
working for me, “Quick, give her 
some salt." She much enjoyed 
this and stood like a lamb, but 
unfortunately neither of u$ had 
the least idea how to milk a cow.
remember squeezing and pull­
ing, poking and tugging for all 
was worth, I rubbed her udder 
and even whispered soothingly 
how much 1 loved her but nothing 
could do would induce her to 
let a drop of milk fall into my 
tin washing basin and I had even­
tually to abandon my efforts and 
give it up. .
We learn by years of experience 
— Selous, the African elephant 
hunter, mentions in his book that 
once when he was very hungry in 
the bush-veldt he had the good 
fortune to come across an ostrich 
egg—this he immediately turned 
into an omelet and ate. He then 
describes in detail what an os 
trlch egg tastes like but adds, 
know now that that egg was over 
a year old and completely bad!” 
May 1 take a leaf out of Selous' 
book and say that I know now that 
old Speer’s cow was completely 
dryll
Your truly,




Federal, provincial and municipal gov­
ernments are doing what they can, but citi­
zens generally must be brought into the pic­
ture if the effort is to be successful. Mr. 
Average Householder should assess his own 
situation and if jthere is a job to be done in 
his home he should call the employment ser­
vice immediately and ask for a'man.
There is more to this Do-It-Now drive 
actually than meets the eye at first glance. 
It is good both for the individual who gets a 
job and the country as a7 whole. Unemploy­
ment benefits are wonderful for the person 
out of work, but they are cold comfort really. 
The average able-bodied man wants work, 
not relief. He realizes that a pay cheque he 
earns through labor is closely allied to his 
morale. A hand-out is never wholly satisfac­
tory, even in the form of a contributory un- 
employment assistance cheque.
The main task, then, is to find this man 
a job and keep him working as steadily as 
possible until the warm weather makes it 
possible for him to find a job on his own 
power.
Admittedly, seasonal unemployment is 
a chronic problem in a country like Canada, 
except in unusual circumstances. However, 
it can be minimized by joint efforts of gov­
ernment and the community at large. This 
year a greater effort than usual is required. 
The number of workless is high and it will 
grow greater unless we do something about 
■' it. ■' ■
10 YEARS AGO 
January, 1948
City council still Intends to im* 
provo the bench at the foot of 
Bernard Avenue, and a sea wall 
may bo constructed at a later 
date In order that some of the 
land can be reclaimed. The work 
will be recommended to this 
year’s parks' board.
At the annual meeting of the 
Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade, 
Fred Gore, assistant fire mar­
shal, was chosen ns Fire Chief, 
deputy fire chief will be Charles 
Fettmnn, while Foster Mills wns 
elected to the position of secret­
ary-treasurer. In the election of 
directors, the following men were 
chosen: Charles DcMurn, Claude 
Newby, Robin Kendall and Ed 
Tucker. For the first time-in the 
Brigade's, history, the number ot 
fire tolnrms exceeded 100, D. M. 
Disney, secretary-treasurer re
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ported. A total of 109 alarms 
were turned In, made up of 101 
still alarms and eight general 
alarms.
20 YEARS AGO 
' January, 19383
Fred! Williams was the choice 
of the Kelowna Elks Lodge as 
exalted ruler for 1938 nt a lodge 
meeting on Monday.
30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1928
The Kelowna Retail Merchants’ 
Association held its annual meet­
ing on January 12,, when O, L. 
Jones, G. A. McKay, J. Ball, H. 
Waldron, A. E, Cox, D. K. Gor­
don, T. Thorp and B. McDonald 
were chosen ns members of the 
executive for the ensuing year. 
At the first meeting of the ex­
ecutive, A. E. Cox was elected 
president; II. Waldron vice-pre­
sident; T. Thorp, treasurer; D.
K. Gordon, auditor. A. Fraser 
was re-appoinlfd as secretary.
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
Shipped cars number 1,252, cov 
ei Ing fruit and produce, canned 
and evapordted products, valued 
at a‘ total of $1,170,565. Of this 
amount, 1267,567 represented 
manufactured’ artlclesi including 
evaporated apple?, vegetables, 
canned goods and butter. The 
bnlancc of $911,998 was made up 
of apples, $500,933; small fruits, 
$151,654; onions, 5120,550; toma­
toes. $100,369; potatoes, $23,109; 
sundry vegetables, $15,383.
50 YEARS AGO 
January, 1908
'Tho Bnptlst Church will hold 
services for the Inst time in 
Rnymcr’s Hall next Sunday, at 
11 n.m. and 7:30 p.m. In the 
evening a special service will 
bo held for young people. On 
Sunday, Jan. 20, the new Bnptlst 
Church will bo dedicated and op­
ened for public worship.
CORRECT NAMES 
The Editor, Daily Courier,
Dear Sir:
I am certainly in agreement 
with Col. Simson and those who 
suggest that the name of Father 
Pandosy should be correctly 
spelt when it applied ‘to the 
name of the Kelowna street that 
was called after this fine old 
pioneer.
This brings up the whole ques 
tion of the nomeclature of vari­
ous places in the Valldy that have 
been called after the old timers 
and have been- either changed or 
altered by comparatively " hew 
comers to the Okanagan.
I think it a great pity that many 
of the .old names by which we 
honor the members of our early 
pioneers, and which have by 
many years of usage and custom 
become recognized as correct, 
should now be changed.
Surely the B.C. centennial year 
would be a particularly appropri­
ate' time to appoint a cpmmittee 
to revise these names, and if ne 
cessary, have them corrected 
One wonders Who does this chang 
ing? — the press, some official 
the chartographical depart­
ment of the government or even 
some surveyor?
With regard to T. G. Speer, he 
spelt his name thus, and today 
saw his signature on an old reg­
istered map in the office of the 
public works department 
Again, why change the name of 
Mill Creek to that of Kelowna 
Creek? There may be a lot of 
Mill Creeks but there is only one 
pamfed after the first grist mill 
in this Valley, which was on Mill 
Creek and operated by Frederick 
Brent in 1871. Kelowna only ob 
tained its name in May, 1892, 
when Bernarc^ Lequime gave his 
name to his townsite so that the 
original name was certainly Mill 
Creek and  ̂not this new tangled 
one of Kelowna Creek.
In writing qf T. G. Speer, I re­
member when the telephone first 
came into the Valley, T. Q. had 
it put in like the rest of us. We 
were all on a party line in those 
days and whenever we ’phoned 
we lnvnriabl^Tienrd some one lift 
off their receiver to listen to our 
conversation and when this-was
O n The Other Side
Brotherly lotfc is the natural 
feeling between men who arc 
not competing for the same wo­
man or the same dollar.
After cracking a store safe in 
Birmingham, Ala., thus setting 
off a tear-gas alarm, burglars 
turned on nn electric fan to 
blow the gas away and stole 
the safe’s contents*
-88 * i *
Today’s youngsters arc taught 
to read before they can spell,
but what do they rend?
* * *
Two crows Ayerc overtaken 
and passed by a jet piano spurt- 
irig flames froip its exhaust.
“Sure," cawed the other 
"and so would you if you were 
on fire."
* * . *
“Come here and lie on my 
bed, dear." .
"Why, Mommy?”
. "Because you and sister can’ 
stop talking.”
"I can, Mommy. It’s just that 
she got me Involved.”
BIBLE T H O U G H T
The prayer of faith ahall aave 
the nick and the Lord their raise 
up. James 5:15,
Great physician* recognize the 
vast Importance of a 'patien ts 
mental attitude, when they lose“ S iiv  th n t fe llo w  k  in  n n  - m f n l  n u 'n ,n l  a lt it u d e , w l u p  th e y  lose 
*" > ■ ’ ” m ‘  T "  ;  . , n IU l fa ith  th e ir g r a s p  un life  is feeble
hurry, tsn t h e r  tajd one cro^'. indeed. 1,
must assert that Archdeacon 
Catchpole could not be more ill 
advised than to use such terms 
sa "patois’ 'to describe Quebec 
French >when not even linguistic 
scholars can agree on Which ver­
sion Is more pure.
The archdeacon also seems to 
forget the vast number of French- 
speaking people in Canada and 
their very real right to a langu­
age of their choice. This right was 
laid down in the original terms of 
agreement which constitute the 
founding of Canada as a nation, 
and further emphasized in the 
British North America Act. That 
act gave to French Canadians the 
implicit right to recognition as 
one of the founding cultures and 
therefore to its own language, 
customs and religion. The contri­
butions of French Canadians in 
the fields of arts and letters are 
impressive enough to indicate 
that they have not forfeited that 
right through neglect
I don’t know where else in the 
world you could find such a stupid 
system as we have ih Canada,’’ 
Ills column says. In actual fact, 
Switzerland has not two but four





1330 Jervis St., No. 104, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
The Editor, The Daily Courier, 
Kelowna, B.C.
Dear Sir:
It was with no little consterna­
tion that I read the Personally 
Speaking column by Archdeacon 
Catchpole of Tuesday, Jan. 14. To 
my recollection I cannot remem­
ber any recent article so obvious­
ly based on prejudice and so little 
backed by knowledge of the sub­
ject discussed* It, ‘is my most 
sincere wish that, Archdeacon 
Catchpole to the contrary, his 
opinions are not "held by very 
many Canadians.”
He asks how long "we have to 
suffer tMs sort of nonsense” — a 
bilingual parliament and, appar­
ently, a bilimjual Canada. Much 
the same question has been ad 
vanced frequently before, but 
rarely with the sort of misinform 
ed basis of your columnist. It 
should be noted that English- 
speaking people closest to the 
scene, in Quebec, Ontario and the 
Maritimes, have rarely bqen 
heard to voice such suggestions. 
The matter should be cleared up 
as to whether French as spoken 
in Canada is the “patois” and 
“dialect” which Archdeacon 
Catchpole claims. It must be re­
membered that the French which 
accompanied the first European 
settlers to Canada was, except 
for regional variations; similar to 
that spoken in Paris. For several 
centuries, until the present era of 
mass communications, the two 
groups of French - speaking 
peoples continued to speak their 
languages independently, adopt­
ing variations on existing words 
forming new words to fit the 
needs of the time and locale, until 
we arrive at the present
Both versions of French now 
contain Anglicisms arid other im­
purities. A very strong argument 
can be put forward — and has 
been, by some of the leading lin 
guistie scholars—that the Quebec 
French is in a purer state than 
that, spoken in France because it 
has been until recently subject 
less to pressure from the multi 
tudes of tourists, diplomats and 
others whose influence is strong­
est, apart from the mass-circula 
tion media, on a country’s-langu
official languages. The Swiss, ge­
nerally regarded as one of the 
most democratic and intelligent 
peoples in ( the world, find 
shame or inconvenience in 
ability to speak some or all of 
their languages. Rather it seems 
to be a contributing factor to their 
general Mgh level of intelligence, 
I trust the archdeacon will not 
deride the Swiss for this, since 
by extending his reasoning‘they 
become twice as “stupid" as we. 
And it is generally known that 
more than half the French Cana­
dians also speak English wMle 
only about 13 per cent'of the Eng­
lish Canadians returns the cour­
tesy. It would not surprise me to 
learn that Belgium conducts its 
official business in two lanugages, 
wMle they bilingual countries oi 
Asia and the Middle East are un­
counted. *
He also says that “evbry would- 
be government has to go on bend­
ed knee to Quebec.” I take it ho 
is being figurative, but even so 
it is an exaggeration. No govern­
ment need care a wMt about 
Quebec so long as it believes it 
does not need Quebec's large (and 
fair) Commons representation. It 
may equally disregard Ontario, 
British Columbia or any of the 
other national divisions. However, 
for any government to neglect so 
large a portion of the country 
would be a mildly foolish tiling. 
As many governments have genu­
flected to Premier Frost as to 
Premier Duplessis. The archdea­
con’s statement can only be con­
strued as an attempt to arouse 
hostility against people whose 
only crime is to have been 
brought uf> with a certain amount 
of pride in its culture and langu­
age and with the ‘numerical 
strength to make its feelings 
count.
It would not surpise me greatly, 
although it would distress me, to 
learn that there is as much reli­
gious basis for Archdeacon 
Catchpole’s anti-French attitude 
any other. The Anglican
Church’s long-standing laCk of 
success among French-speaking 
people has prompted action by the 
Synod, from wMch even the An­
glican Archbishop of Quebec has 
had to demur.
Despite this, I  feel certain his 
feelings"are’not sjiared by M^An- 
glican colleagues in Quebec pro­
vince. They are justly admired for 
their friendly, open-hearted co­
mingling with their French-speak­
ing neighbors.
Lastly, the archdeacon could, 
I am sure, find a better outlet for 
Ms charity than in the defence of 
the rights of New Canadians. I do 
not recall any request from New
done we, could hear a loud tick-age. Having had a generous sam 








"Out of my.,way A  wo'ro having
lemon plo tonight"
•  You can’t Mamo the man, If if* plo made with 
Jell-0 Lemon Pic Filling — the fresh-tasting, *»Un- 
smooth pie filling that’* sure to be wonderful every 
lime. So easy -  no lemons to squeeze . . .  no double- 
boiler needed . . . takes only minutes to make, (Iell-0 
" h n registered trade mark owned in Canada by General 
Foods, Limited.)
JELL-0
LEMON P li  FILLING K SO
(Specially written for 
The Kelowna Dally Courier)
OTTAWA  ̂The ghost of a Liber­
al demi-god haunted the national 
Liberal convention here last 
week.
It was the ghost of the former 
hero of back-bench Liberals, 
their strategy planner in Parlia­
ment, the conscience of the Lib­
eral cabinet, and the heir-appar­
ent to the party leadership until 
very recently.
It was the ghost of the lieutenant 
of the party leader, Louis St 
Laurent, whose political future 
after his personal defeat In last 
year’s election was one of the 
first cares of that leader.
But last week in Ottawa Lib­
erals, who had courted the friend- 
sMp and craved the help of that 
man in former times, averted 
their eyes to avoid having to speak 
to Ms ghost. Nobody nominated 
him for the leadersMp, whereas 
a year ago half the party would 
have fought for the honor of 
nominating the likely winner.
It was the ghost of the greatest 
minister of finance of all those 
long “Van Doos” years of Lib­
eral government—the Hon. Walteir 
Harris.
POLITICAL MURDER
Who slit Walter Harris’ politi­
cal throat? And why?
Experienced observers today 
feel that a man with his political 
courage, his fairness and honesty, 
and above all Ms personal and 
political record, is now more 
than ever needed in Ottawa by 
his party.
St. Laurent was always among 
the most sincere admirers of 
Harris. After the election, accord­
ing to other Liberals here, he 
telephoned Harris to summon 
him to a private interview. The 
Liberal Party needed Harris in 
Parliament, and ? safe seat 
would be found for Mm, he was 
told.
Doc McMillan, of Welland, and 
Leo Gauthier, of Sudbury, both 
unselfishly offered to resign, to 
open a seat for Harris whom they 
believed had a greater contri­
bution to make. The new Prime 
Mimster, John Diefenbaker, shar­
ed the admiration for Harris as 
a man, and offered to try to as­
sure him an acclamation.
About that time, one or two 
prominent younger Liberals 
started the job of Cutting down 
their defeated leader. The On 
tario Young .Liberals convention 
finished the job.
Then the Liberal strategy-plot­
ters in Ottawa intervened in the 
Harris story. If Harris ran for 
the leadership, he would 'split 
the Anglo-Protestant vote with 
Mike Pearson, and French-Catho­
lic Paul Martin might slip be­
tween them to victory.
Then all Canada outside Quebec 
would really scream: a "party 
with 75 per cent Quebec or 
French-Catholic M.P.’s and with 
a second Catholic leader would 
be so obviously a  French party 
that the little remaining Anglo- 
Protestant support would be scar­
ed off, said the Brass.
BITING THE HAND THAT FED
So Harris must be eliminated 
from public life, to make the lead- 
ersMp safe' for Pearson.
Mr. Pearson had no share in 
this plot. Had he known ot it, ho 
would surely have stopped It, for 
Walter Harris was his political 
midwife, who found Mm a safe 
seat In Algoma, who late? suc­
cessfully offered to switch Mm to 
a Toronto seat; nnd manoeuvred 
his easy path through four elec­
tions.
Mr. Harris, ever ready to help 
each newcomer or any old pro, 
also mld-wlfed Jack Plckersglll, 
arranging Ms adoption by New­
foundland, nursing Mm through 
the parliamentary diaper stage, 
and finally coacMng Mm as his 
successor in Ms own former port­
folio of Citizenship and Immigra­
tion.
Pickersgill showed Ms gratit­
ude by pledging his support, to 
Harris’ aspirations to the leader­
ship, and sought as his reward 
the promise of the job as the 
minister of finance. Honest Mr. 
Harris protested that the matter 
was too hypothetical for such a 
promise.
Last week Pickersfeill called a 
press conference to declare Mm- 
self a Pearson supporter.
Delegates In Ottawa’s Coliseum 
believed that it was neither Mike 
Pearson nor Paul Martin who 
road-blocked the St. Laurent plan 
to restore Harris to active poli­
tics. For this, as for many other 
political crimes, the Grass blam­
ed the Brass, and the Brass, the 
Grass believes, consists of a 
small group of party officials and 
retired or defeated cabinet min­
isters, a mixture of big business 
and of active politics.
This is the explanation of the 
Harris mystery wMch many un­
happy Liberals here endorse.
Canadians for such a defence, nor 
has there been a hint from Indian 
or Eskimo spokesmen that they 
are demanding that their langu 
ages be made official.
- ' Yours sincerely,
“ PETER BUCKLEY.
N O T I C E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
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le t these help you to Planned Saving
Use our Personal Chequing Account Rnd our T. ̂ ular
Savings Account together.
7 Pay all bills by cheque on a Personal Chequing Account. A
1  quarterly statement will h«lp you keep your records straight.
\ The low service charges arc prepaid, Your cancelled cheques \
arc on file If you need them. /
2  Keep your Savings Account for saving. Add to It from eveiy 
pay, As your halancc grows, you'll gain peace of mind.
Planned living Berklit 
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THE CANADIAN 
BANK OF COMMERCE
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Kelowna Bronchi 
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Two Joe Rich loggers are 
claiming they will have to go 
balk to horses and wagor. to haul 
logs economically if present load! 
limits on highways are not in­
creased.
C. H. Philpott and R. A. Phil- 
pott, brothers in the logging busi­
ness at Joe Rich, contend that 
load restrictions make log haul­
ing uneconomical in some re­
spects.
Using the above picture for an 
example, the Philpotts maintain 
that back nearly 50 years ago 
there was more weight allowed 
on four wheels of a wagon than 
there Is now on a logging truck 
with 18 wheels.
“If something is not done soon 
by the highways department to 
raise the weight limit, we will 
be forced to return to horses and 
wagons,” they said.
The picture above, according to 
the Philpott brothers, was taken 
in 1911. Identity of the driver is 
not known.
PREVENT DAMAGE
Highways department officials 
maintain that load limits are im­
posed to keep highways and 
bridges from being damaged. 
Many highways and some old 
bridges still exist that were not 
intended for use of heavily-loaded 
trucks.
The department’s restrictions 
apply to all trucks, not to logging 
trucks alone, and maximum lim­
its are based on the size, weight, 
length and height, wheelbase, 
and so on, of the truck itself.
It was also pointed out that in 
1911, there were no roads as they 
are known now, and certainly no 
paved highways. A wagon of the 
type shown in the picture, load­
ed with- logs, would not even be 
permitted on a paved highway to­
day, because the wheels would 
gouge the pavement.
M UCH AG A IN S T HIS W ISHES, 
HE'S FOREGOING CENTENNIAL
(Courier's Vernon Bureau)
VERNON—Richard J. W. “Centennial” Hardisty will 
miss most of the year’s celebrations. Hardisty received a 
nine-month sentence for passing a worthless cheque. He re­
ceived additional three month terms on each of four similar 
counts, to run concurrently with the nine-month sentence.
During his-preliminary hearing, Hardisty had pleaded 
eloquently for a deferrment of sentence, or a suspended sen­
tence, so that he could finish some work in connection with 
a centennial magazine, which he claimed he was producing. 
He was not eloquent enough to have the court overlook his 
20 previous cheque-passing convictions.
Here's Latest List O f 
Centennial Celebrations
List of celebrations for the B.C. west Canadian and B. C. ch 
centennial jn Kelowna is begin- pionship swimming and
INVESTMENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on '*  net basis.
All Cdn. Compound 
All Cdn. Dividend .



























VERNON — Testifying under 
oath changed the story of Lee 
Bockus, .18, in police court here.
Bockus was arrested in an in­
toxicated condition and at the 
time of his arrest gave his name 
as Young. He admitted his true 
identity later.
In court, the , youth had read 
to him that part of the liquor act 
pertaining to revealing the source 
of suppply, while under oath.
Also the penalty for not mak­
ing such a disclosure.
Under oath, the youth told Mag­
istrate Frank Smith that he got 
the liquor at home, without his 
parents’ consent.
“So . . , You stole it from 
home,” the magistrate frowned. 
“ You must be proud of yourself.)’
Bocku9 was told also that If he 
had to appear in court again, to 
come without the "rig"—the bag 
gy trousers he was wearing.
Magistrate Smith let him off 







Resident of the city for the past 
five years,, Mrs. Isabelle Craw 
ford, widow of Joseph Crawford, 
died in the local hospital Sunday 
in her 86th year.
Funeral service took place to­
day at 2 o'clock at Kelowna Fu 
neral Directors' chapel, with 
RcV, R. S, Lcltch of First Unl'M 
Church officiating, Burial was at 
the Kelowna cemetery.
The late Mrs, Crawford, who 
was born in Glasgow, Scotland, 
and came to Canada in 1920, re­
sided for a number of years In 
Victoria before coming to Kcl 
owna. She was also predeceased 
by a daughter, Mrs, J. T, (Isa 
bel> Lister, In Kelowna.
Surviving are one son, Joseph, 
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Businesses
ning to look like a (New YorK 
midway.
And there are still more to be 
added, according to the local 
centennial committee. A gala 
time is promised for all, in any 
age group.
One of the highlights, of course; 
will be the huge bonfire atop 
Black Knight Mountain on the 
evening of April 27, when the 
province will officially touch off 
the centennial observances. The 
fire will be visible for miles and 
Will be only one of many to be 
lit by the forestry s e r v i c e  
throughout the province, on high 
mountains or hills.
The local festivities begin Feb.
15 and 16 with the Okanagan Val­
ley ski championships and an in ' 
ternational invitational jumping 
tournament.
FIN I AN’S RAINBOW 
During March there will be twd 
bonspiels—the annual Ogopogo 
’spiel. March 26-29, fund the an­
nual Ogopogette Bonspiel, March 
14-16. Also in March will come 
off the Little Theatre’s produc 
tion, “Love Rides The Rails” , or 
"Will the Mail Train Run To­
night?”
Also a highlight on March’s bill 
of entertainment - fare will be 
“Finian’s Rainbow” , with a com­
plete local cast. Dates are for 
a whole week, March 12-18.
The official opening of the cen­
tennial year (April 27) also will 
be observed with a special prayer 
service, outdoors if feasible. The 
centennial flag also will be dedi­
cated at that time.
It is also hoped that the “old­
est baby in the distrist", Mrs. J. 
Haynes, 86, who was born here, 
will make a centennial presenta­
tion to the new year’s first baby, 
the child of Mr. ancf Mrs. A. 
Lucknowsky.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
The Vancouver Symphony Or­
chestra’s appearance here early 
in May (May 9 to be exact) is one 
of the features of the year, The 
appearance will likely be in the 
arend
Also on May 9, ahd on May 10 
as well there will be a major1 con­
vention of the Automobile Trans 
port Association of B.C.
During June there will be a 
spring gymkhana by the Kelowna 
Riding Club and also the re-dedl 
cation of the buildings of Father 
Pandosy’s Mission, near Casorso 
bridge.
The relics are being restored 
now by the Father Pendozi Coun 
cil of the Knights of Columbus, 
under authority of the Oblate 
Fathers, who own the property. 
An outdoors Pontifical High 
Mass Is expected to be celebrated 
by Most Rev. F. O’Grudy, OMI, 
Bishop of Prince Rupert, and it 
is possible that an Indinh choir 
from Knmlopps will be in ntten- 
dance.
nCMI* BAND
June 21 will see the nnnunl in 
tornntional track and field meet 
at the park and from June 23 to 
25, the B.C. postmasters’ conven­
tion will take place here. From 
June 25 to 28 there will be the 
"Centurnma’’, a colorful variety 
show, full details of which still 
are lacking 
It is also hoped that during 
Junfc the official opening of the 
new dub rooms for the senior 
citizens will take place ,a t the 
former Willow Lodge, to where 
the present museum building will 
be moved to be used ns a club 
room. ' 1
’ July features are band concerts 
in the pnrk, free film showings by 
the Kelowna Film Council, Mark 
Rose Showtime concerts, , aqua­
cades and on July 30, the famous 
RCMP musical riders and band 
.will be here. ' ■
Also during July the B.C. Lions 
will be training in Kelowna, with 
the training program winding up 
in t^e annual Inter-sqund game.
August will be the Mardt Gras 
month, ns usual, only more so be­
cause this year's regatta is the 
city’s official centennial festival, 
The centennial regatta will nm 
for the whole week from August 
11 to 16.
Featured will be the Canadian 
championship inboard power boat 
champion
events.
From August 13-18, during part 
of the regatta, the renowned 
CNR museum train will be in 
Kelowna. There will also be an 
all-star hockey game during re­
gatta week.
From August 22 to 24 the Ogo­
pogo Golf Tournament takes the 
spotlight with the highest array 
of prizes yet assembled and the 
biggest list of top golfers ever to 
appear here.
The fall gymkhana of the Okan­
agan Valley Light Horse Im­
provement and Show Association 
will be on August 31 and Sept. 1.
The B.C. Historical Caravan 
makes its appearance here Sept. 
19 and 20.
Entertainment feature for Oct­
ober will be a play, "The Golden 
Nugget” , presented by the Holi 
day Theatre. The story concerns 
B.C. history of the gold rush 
days. ' .........
The first1 week in October will 
see another convention in Kel­
owna—that of the B.C. division 
of the Canadian Medical Associa­
tion.
Sometime during the'summer, 
the city’s centennial project—the 
addition to Memorial Arena—also 
will be officially opened.
Abitibi 25% 25%
Aluminum 28% 28%
B.A. Oil 35% 36
B.C. Forest 9.75 10.00
B.C. Phone 4oy* 41
Bell Phone 40% 41
B.C. Power , 38 38%
Canadian Oil 27% 27%
CPR ' 24% 25%
Cons. Paper 31 31%
Cons. M and S 18% 18%
Dist. Seag. 26 26%
Fam. Players 14% 14%
Ford A 71% 72
Imp. Oil 39% 40
Ind. Accep. 26V4 * 26%
Inland Gas 7 7%
Int. Nickel 70 71
Inter. Pipe 40 40%
Lucky Lager 4.25 4.30
Massey Harris 6% 6%
McColl F ro n ' 50% 50%
MacMill B 24 24%
Okan. Phone 10 10%
Page Hersey 108 111
Powell River 32% 32%
A. V. Hoe 13% 13%
Steel of Can. 48% 49%
Trans. Mtn. PI. 59 59%
Walkers. 25% 26
West. Ply. 10% 10%
OILS
Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed. 19% . 20%
Cdn. Husky 11% 12
Cent. Del Rio ■ 6.75 6.85
Fort St. John 3.80 3.90
Home Oil A 15% 16%
Home Oil B 15% 15%






Cas. Asbest. 6.95 7.05




Hud. Bay 43% 44
Noranda 36%. 36%
Sherritt 4.10 4.25
Steep Rock . 9.75 9,90
A restrictive clause In the new 
municipal act, regarding election 
of mayors, and the limitations, 
also in the act. concerning a city 
council’s inaugural meeting, are 
being attacked by the Kelowna 
city council.
Two resolutions were approved 
by council Monday night for pre­
sentation to the forthcoming an­
nual meeting of the Okanagan 
Valley Municipal Association. If 
these resolutions are approved 
they are to go forth to the Union 
of B.C. Municipalities.
One resolution is aimed at 
“correcting a weakness in the 
act", as Aid. Arthur Jackson, 
the mover of the resolution, put 
it. It is that section that requires 
21 days notice from an alderman, 
whose term is not expiring at the 
end of the year, and who intends 
to run for mayor,
JLAUSE “ UNFAIR”
Mr. JacKson pointed out there 
re circumstances that could 
rise, which could, in effect, “dis­
enfranchise three aldermen” who 
might otherwise run for the 
mayor’s post.
Council feels that the 21-day no­
tice is unfair and should be de­
leted from the act, allowing nom­
inations for mayor to be made by 
incumbent aldermen right up to 
nomination day.
Aid. Jackson cited the local1 
example of last November when 
Mayor J. J. Ladd died in office. 
If the present chief magistrate, 
Mayor Parkinson, had had an­
other yean to serve in his term 
as alderman, he would not have 
been eligible under the new mun­
icipal act, because Mayor Ladd’s 
death occurred 17 days before 
nomination day.
If Mr. Parkinson's term had 
another year to run, under the 
new regulations he would not 
have been able to nm for mayor 
unless Mayor Ladd’s death had 
occurred before Nov. 7, at the 
latest. As it was. Mayor Ladd 
died November 11.
MORNING MEETING
The second resolution adopted 
by the council for presentation at 
the OVMA meeting hits at that 
part of the new municipal act 
that requires that the first meet­
ing of the council in the new year 
be held in the afternoon of the 
first Monday after Jan. 1.
Council prefers more freedom 
in this matter, pointing out that 
in the past it haijl always been 
more convenient to hold the in­
augural meeting in the morning.
The resolutions seeks to have 
the words "in the afternoon of” 
struck out, and the word “on” 
(the first Monday, etc.) insert­
ed instead.
F IN A L  DECISION P EN D IN G
Refuse Collection 
Motorcycle Soon
Cost M ore; 
Patrolman
. A revision upwards of garbage 
collection rates in the business 
section of the city was indicated 
in discussions at Monday night’s 
city council meeting.
However, a final decision will 
not be made until a full review is 
made of the receipts and expen­
ditures in the garbage collection 
department.
Several months ago Fire Chief 
Charles Pettmaii pointed out to 
council the hazards of quantities 
of garbage, especially the dry, 
bulky refuse, being left out in 
the lanes. At the same time the 
fire chief urged that some action 
be taken to keep the lanep clear 
of trucks and vehicles at all 
times.
The Kelowna Board of Trade’s 
views were received some time 
ago, also.
FEES DOUBLED
Monday night, Aid. Ernest Win­
ter came up with the most con­
crete suggestions so fan
He recommended that fees 
charged the larger business firms 
in the downtown section be doub-1 
led. At the present time, the feei 
is a flat $6 monthly.
Aid. Winter also made recom­
mendations regarding the garb­
age disposal grounds at the south 
end of the city. He suggested that 
anyone hauling an automobile 
body to the grounds should be 
charged $5 instead of $1.
He also suggested that any city 
resident, who is entitled to dump 
refuse free at the disposal 
grounds, should be able to get a j 
permit from the city hall to pre-i 
sent to the caretaker at the 
grounds.
There is a fee charged .by the 
caretaker, which fee is a goodly 
part of his remuneration. 
CONSIDER MOTORCYCLE
With respect to the lanes. Aid. 
Winter recommended that the 
city’s special traffic officer, L. A. 
N. Pottcrlon, cither be given an 
assistant, or provided with a veh­
icle so that he could patrol more 
of the downtown section,' and In 
that way keep the lanes under 
surveillance, too.
Aid. Knox said Mr. Pottertort 
'did not want any assistant, and 
that his department (Aid. Knox’s) 
is providing in the estimates for 
a three-wheel motorcycle for use 
of the special traffic officer. He 
said the motorcycle is a type 
especially designed for such a 
purpose.
B O N D  Q U O T A T IO N S
(Courier’* Vernon Bureau)„ i \
LUMBY—A minor crime wave 
has struck I.umby.
RCMP nre Investigating four 
recent brenk-lna, loss from which 
has not yet been completely de­
termined. 1
Firms hit were the Texaco scr 
vice,station, Dyck’s garago, Mnr«[ races and Canadian 
tin’s IGA store and Vic’s service shin wafer jikilng tournament, in 
station; I addition to tha scores of North-
V ER N O N  PIONEER
(Continued from Page 1>
lowna was a hub city. It was the 
southernmost extremity of civili­
zation on Okanagan Lake. Pen­
ticton simply didn’t exist.
Ogopogo was Kelowna’s pet 
even when Byron journeyed on 
the. old steamer "Aberdeen'’ to 
what he thinks was the first Re­
gatta. i
Later, he bought the “Aber­
deen" for $35 . .• . "And soon 
wished I hadn’t.” He took the 
ancient stern wheeler to his pro­
perty at Okanagan Landing to 
serve as a float.
"It didn’t float long", he says 
ruefully.
"I managed to sell the cabins, 
and end up witlya fiye year sup­
ply of firewood.”
The fruit industry, Johnson re­
members, got its start in Vernon 
when Lord Aberdeen purchased 
large.tracts of land, divided it irtto 
ten acre plots and sent people out 
from the Old Country to grow 
apples,
"Lord Aberdeen didn’t tell them 
it would take six or seven years 
for the trees to mature, but they 
grew vegetables between rows of 
trees, Not a very profitable ven 
ture, cither. There was no rrinr- 
ket for them, and many growers 
returned to England."
Referring to his own venture in 
to the apple industry Byron re 
marked with a smile:
"I suppose I had the lden that 
all I had to do was sit Under the 
tree and wait for the apples to 
fall.”
There will be at least an equal 
nmount of .progress in the next 
100 years, Byron feels and adds 
happily,
"I won’t be nround to see much 
of It . . , ninety years Is a darn 
long time to live."
Thomas Earl Brinkman, Win­
field, had his licence to drive sus 
pended \30 days nnd was fined 
$125, plus $4 costs, In district 
court Tuesday when he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of, driving 




In lha old filly'a**tn«4 lh* *l*r»*l I*
•law down~Uk« Ihinw t*«y~*<*lch yaur 
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yeu, (**. Ytu can depend an Dodd'a, SC
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3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan
99.20 99.35
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan
97.80 97.95
, 3% due 1962 96.40 96.60
8th Victory Loan
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan
'95 Vs 953/s




5% due 1964 
Manitoba Hydro
102%. 102%
5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan
103%
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro;
103.00 103%
5% due 1965 102.00 102%








4%% due 1966 
B.A. Oil
95.00 96.00
5%% due 1977 
B.C. Electric
102.00 ' —-
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil
102 102%
5% due 1971, 
Woodward’s
117,00 120.00
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas
105% —-
5%% due 1977 109,00 —
Loblaw
, 6% due 1977 104% 105%
Local Grits 
Will Attend
A seven-man delegation from 
Kelowna will attend the annual 
meeting of the B.C. Liberal Asso­
ciation in Vancouver on Saturday 
The delegates represent local, 
provincial or federal groups in 
various capacities. Liberal oppo­
sition leader Lester Pearson will 
be guest speaker.
Those attending from Kelowna 
W ill be Dr. Mel Batler, Forbes 
Cruikshank .Arthur Dawe. A. W. 
Gray, R, M. Hayman, Irwin Wan­
ner and L. G. Wilson.
LITTLE DIES *
TORONTO (CP) — Rev. Dr. 
George Albert Little, 74, temper­
ance lecturer and writer and a 
former editor of United Church 
Sunday school publications, died 
Tuesday. Born in Princeton, Ont., 
he graduated from the University 
of Toronto and was at Presbyter­
ian churches in Winnipeg, Guelph 
arid Kenora, Ont., before becom­
ing associate editor of Presbyter­
ian Church publications in 1923.
LAWYER DIES
TORONTO (CP) — Frederick 
Charles Llewellyn Jones, 89, who 
practised law here for 60 years, 
died Tuesday. After graduation 
from Osgoode Hall, Mr. Jones 
practised with his uncle, Alfred 
Mcdougall, a brother of William 
Mcdougall, one of the fathers of 
Confederation. Mr. Jones retired 
ast Thanksgiving.
EMBASSY “TAPPED”
ATHENS (AP) — An Athens 
newspaper reported M o n d a y  
Greek coiintcr-espionage agents 
are e x ^  m i n i n g  microphones, 
wires and o t h e r  spy gadgets 
found under the floors of the 
Greek Embassy in Moscow. The 
newspaper Apoyevmatini said 
other embassies, hearing of the 
discovery, began searches of their 
own.
ILLUM INATED SCROLLS 
FOR 0LDTIM ERS
The B.C. Centennial Committee is issuing special illumi­
nated scrolls for a number of oldtimers. These scrolls are 
of two kinds, one is for those who were resident in British 
Columbia at the time the first regular passenger train 
reached the Pacific Coast, on July. 4th,, 1886, the other 
scroll will be isued to those persons who were resident 
in British Columbia on or before July 20th, 1871, when 
the colony became a Province of Canada.
These scrolls have been beautifully lithographed and 
are 12 by 15 inches in size well worthy of framing.
Readers are asked to submit on the coupon below, the 
names and addresses of anyone they know who may be 
eligible to receive one or both of the above scrolls.
Full name ................. :................ v........................... ..............
A ge....................Born a t ................................... ...................
Date of Birth .............. .....................................................
Year Yô u Came to B.C.............................................. ...........
Full Present Address....... .................... .................... .
Phon& No.
Mail to, orleave this coupon at 
THE CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE 
CITY HALL, KELOWNA, B.C. 
Not Later Than February 28, 1958
scen ic  dom e" luxury
at a low fare!
' , . 1 %
Canadian Pacific coach fare includes the comforts of reclining reserved 
seats, with leg rest, wide picture windows. . \  the only Scenic Dome Stream­
liners in Canada . . .  budget coffee shop or dining room service.
due 1988
P EO P LE D O  
R EA D  S M A LL 
ADS . . .
Y O U  A R E !
FS5
T ravelling  in the U»K.?




Keep In touch with homo news —- 
sports, finance, politktfand current 
events, panada Weekly Review — 
the Only Canadian paper edited and 
published in Great Britain Is on sale 
ot leading hotels and news-stands. 
Fast cable news gives you a weekly 
report on Canadian alfairs arid tiap- 
penings.
ON BALE EVERY FRIDAY 
AT NEWS AGENTS
everywhere in the V.K.
Only ©d per copy J
go C O A C H !
These sample fares show you how economy combines with ultra-modern 
comfort, speed and Bafety . . .  when you go Canadian Pacific.
C O A C H I S  O N L Y  F A R M
KELOWNA tO}—* Om Way Ratum
\  CALGARY.,........... ..... ................ 14,25 25.65
’■ EDMONTON.  ........... . 21.40 38.55
REGINA.„„_„.,„________• ___ L  31,75 57.15
WINNIPEG................... ..... ......... 43.55 74.55 ,
TORONTO............. 74.05 118,25
OTTAWA. ............. '.................  82.31' 133.55




H O C K EY SCORES
OKANAGAN SENIOR
Kelowna 6 Penticton 4 
Kamloops 5 Vernon 4 
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL 
Trail 6 Rossland 5
THUNDER BAY JUNIOR 
Fort William Canadiens 2 
Port Arthur 2
EXHIBITION 
Whitby Dunlops 6 
U.S. Nationals 3
SASK. JUNIOR 
Prince Albert & Melville 2 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Saskatoon*St. Paul 3 
Winnipeg 4
OHA-NOHA '
Chatham 3 Kitchener 4 
Sudbury 2 North Bay 1 
Soo 3 Windsor 7
QUEBEC LEAGUE 
Shawipigan Falls 6 
Chicoutimi 2 
Montreal 4 Quebec 5
ONTARIO SENIOR A 
Kingston 4 Belleville 9 
Ottawa-Hull 3 Pembroke 8 
ONTARIO JUNIOR A 







S HAR P-SHO O TER  A N D  B O O TER
The leading goal-producer 
faces the leading goal stopper 
in the picture above. Walt Pea- 
cosh, Penticton Vees productive 
forward, who picked up nine
goals in three games recently 
for the Penticton club, is seen 
in close on Dave Gatherum, the 
top net-minder in the league 
this year. That no. 4 behind 
Peacosh belongs to Packers’
Andy McCallum, who is check­
ing the fleet forward. The 
Packers beat the Vees 6-4, to 
hold onto second spot, one point 
behind the Chiefs.
• (Courier Staff Photo)
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL
Spokane 22 13 0 150 120 44
Rossland 18 16 0 128 121 36
Trail 16 20 0 140 153 32
Nelson 13 20 0 130 154 26
COAST DIVISION (WHL) 
Vancouver 26 11 2 139 88 54
New West. 24 19 0 132 135 46
Seattle 20 19 3 135 135 43,
Victoria 10 31 1 121 165 21
PRAIRIE DIVISION (WHL) 
Winnipeg 26 16 1 145 115 53
Edmonton 22 16 2 145 113 46
Sask.
St. Paul 17 23 0 112 158
Calgary 14 23 3 112 131
;  By KENNEDY WELLS 
2 Canadian Press Staff Writer
- Toronto Maple Leafs may play
* a different style of hockey since 
Conn Smythe relinquished con­
trol but the little pistol’s policies
« are still evident in some aspects 
of player-management relations.
• Smythe had some strong theor- 
' ies on the control and discipline
of the National Hockey League
-  player and apparently son Staf­
ford, spokesman for the “commit-
1' tee of seven” which now guides 
• • L e a f  destinies, subscribes to
- many of them.
'"  The senior Smythe was given to
- muttering dire predictions about 
the future of unproductive play-
'  ers to nearby newspaper men 
“ and in the last 10 days Stafford 
has taken a similar course, . 
PROTEGE OF CONN 
After a series of weekend 
games with Boston Bruins Jan. 
11-12, Smythe was quoted as tell­
ing Bruins’ Lynn Patrick that 
Leaf captain George Armstrong 
“ can't make our team " and Arm­
strong, a protege of Conn, was 
supposed to be on his way to 
Boston.
The younger Smythe let rumors 
of the trade simmer for a few 
days and then announced he had 
no intention of letting Armstrong 
“ go and had only told Patrick that 
the Big Chief could not make the 
Leafs the way he was playing at 
thnt particular time 
While the stories were still in 
.  the air Armstrong repeatedly told 
the sportswriters nobody had told 
him anything, but he assumed he 
was on his way out.
Similarly, goalie Ed Chadwick 
nvowed he was completely in the 
dark after his boss said “you 
have to almost be an all-star to 
be an NHL goalie these days and 
Chadwick isn’t playing like an 
nil-star.”
“ I READ ABOUT IT”
He said Leafs would like to get 
a n o t h e r  rictminder. Chadwick 
said “no one hns said anything 
to me, I rend about it.”
Many observers feel a player's 
morale is bound to be under­
mined by Indirect criticisms and 
vague trade-rumors, but Smythe 
can point to the performances of 
Chadwick a n d  Armstrong in 
weekend games to support his 
tactics.
Saturday Armstrong scored ns 
Leafs bent Detroit Red Wings ,2-1 
for their first win ovelr Wings this 
season, Chadwick played inngni
Curling Finalists 
Feted In Wind-Up
PEACIILAND -  The reglonnl 
finalist ip the high school curling 
tournament Inst week were feted 
nt fhe Totem Inn on Saturday 
night, by the tournament spon­
gers, Taylor, Pearson amt Car- 
eon. '
Craig Rutherford, conch of the 
winning Rcvelstoke club, was 
presented with a crest, sweater 
nnd tnm, and each member of 
the rink were also donated with 
crests by Kelowna branch man­
ager of the firm, Don Beale, 
Other guests included the run­
ners-up, UUver-Osoyooa rink; Pat 
Fraser, rone convener; Fred Top- 
hnin, Jr., regional convener: 
Reeve Ivor Jackson; A, D. Brown 
Rcvelstoke high school principal, 
and Allan Hicky, president of the 
Penchlnnd Curling,Club.
Speakers were high on tho 
splendid work b*h»K done by thb 
business firm In sponsoring curl 
fng for the students, making, corn 
petition possible in spite of re­
stricted schbol athletic budgets, 
They also praised the hc.it dub, 
Penchlnnd, for their hospitality 
• Rcvelstoke dub moves to 
Cranbrook next-week tyr the, pro 
vinclal plttj-off».
ficently in that one and well on
Sunday though Leafs lost 5-3 to 
Chicago Black Hawks.
Tonight the theory will be fur­
ther tested as Toronto is host to 
Montreal Canadiens, Canadiens 
may, be without Henri Richard, 
out with a hip injury, as well as 
brother Maurice, but they are fa-
i
vored" to increase their league 
lead to 19 points.
Leafs have recalled forward 
Earl Balfour from Rochester 
Americans of t h e  American 
Hockey L e a g u e  for tonight’ 
game. Leafs are down to nine 
forwards through injuries and 
Balfour plays either wing.
is
JIM MIDDLETON 




Two shout-outs featured Pee 
We<» hockey play over the week­
end, with the Elks and Kiwnni? 
blnnklng the K of C’s and Legion. 
PUPS
In Pups action, the Warriors 
beat the Oougnrs, 5-2, with Allan 
Vetter pacing the nttack in a two 
goals, two assists effort. Other 
Warriors goals went to Drew 
Kitsch, Wayne Strong nnd Gary 
August. Ferguson scored both 
Cougars’ goals, with assists by 
Wallin.
David Cousins, Dale Forsythe, 
Roger Wiggles worth nnd " Clark 
Johnson scored unassisted mark­
ers to band 'the Royals n 4-2 
victory over the Canucks in other 
Pups action. Canucks gonls were 
scored by Wnyno Kybnschuk nnd 
Peter1 Grady with assist;) going 
to Garnet Howard nnd Ricky 
Thompson.
The Flyers nnd the Quakers 
battled to^n tig h t,1-1 draw, with 
Jlinipy Carnes scoring for tho 
Flyers, assisted by Joo Petrettn 
nnd Doug Pettmnn scoring the 
Quaker’s marker, unassisted.
In the final Pup hockey tilt.of 
tho weekend, the Regnls edged 
the Stnmpcdojrs, 2-1, on gonls by 
Johnston and Forsyth, with 
Russell replying for the Stamp 
eders.
PEE WEE
A pair of goals 1 Doug’ 
Amundrud paced the ‘ PCI; We i 
Rotary club to a 3-1 victory ovrf 
the Lions, with Dennis Schmidt 
adding rV goal nnd a Indper, llnl* 
Boyd earned the lone Lions tally,
David Blffonl nnd Kenny Fldkk 
scored for the Elks, to blank the 
K of C’s in , Pee Wee action. &0. 
Mike Taylor picked, up n pain 
assists for the Elks,
The Kiwnnlx blanked tho 
3-0, with Ray Gluey pick 
a goal ami ap assist. Greg 
or and MergCnkygh' pick 
•too'other marker*. 1
PENTICTON (CP)—Jim Mid­
dleton of Kelowna Packers 
boosted his lead in the Okanagan 
Senior Hockey League scoring 
race to nine points.
The veteran left-winger has 
amassed 78 points oh 30 goals 
and 48 assists. Linemate Joe 
Kaiser hold down second spot 
with 69 points on 26 goals and 43 
assists.
Bill Hryciuk, Kamloops right 
winger, is third with 67 points 
on 28 goals and 39 assists.
Penticton’s Walt Peacosh 
the league’s top goal scorer with 
39 while Middleton and George 
Agar of Vernon are the leading 
playmakers with 48 assists each
Kelowna’s DaVe Gatherum 
the top netminder with h goals 
against average of 3.66. He has 
allowed 143 goals in 39 games 
The Top Ten
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42 30 48 78
41 26 43 69
42 28 39 67 
42 17 48 65
40 39 24 63 
42 27 33 60
41 18 36 54
40 27 25 52
42 26 22 48





F A Pts 
203 202 51 
193 157 50 
185 202 43 
184 204 28
The Packers shook off theirltween the veteran wingers, earn- 
slump last night on home ice, ing helpers on both of Durban’s 
beating the Penticton Vees 6-4 in goals, and looking be’tter than 
a fast, clean and slightly scram- he has for the last several games, 
bly hockey game. LACKED PUNCH
Th big red and white club held . The third line lacked the scor- 
their own in league standing Ung punch. but Bugs Jones and 
still one point behind the Chiefs. Bill Swarbrick played tremend 
and seemed to have risen from ous checking games, and Greg 
their recent loss-streak, with the Jablonski looked more effective 
re-shuffled lines working like their than Bill Voss, as the two wing- 
early season form.
The score was not entirely in­
dicative of the play, since the 
Packers earned their goals well, 
and played a brilliant checking 
game, save for the three or four 
defensive lapses that resulted in] 
goals.
OUT-SIIOT VEES
The Packers were back on| 
top in the shots on goal story, out- 
shboting the Vees 41-28, and both] 
goal-tenders played heads-up 
games, with Dave Gatherum get-j 
ting the hod.
Roy Powelj, centring Brian!
Roche and Jim Middleton, looked 
a little strange on receiving some 
of the passes, but played the 
toughest fore-checking game 
since joining the club, and set 
up several neat*plays. The trio 
look like they may be a winning | 
combination.
Jumpin’ Joe Kaiser, moved to | 
the pivot spot between Mpe Young 
and Mike Durban, fairly flew be­
ers spelled each other off. Voss 
seems do be just a hair off the 
pace, and may still be having 
trouble getting* oriented in hi? 
new surroundings.
Referee -Bill Neitson'1 turned* in 
the most commendable perform­
ance turned in by an official this 
year,- nailing five infractions in 
the first five minutes, showing 
the players which Hvay the wind
GEORGE INGL1S — SfORTS EDITOR
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OILERS HOST SENIOR " A "




Robin Roberts has signed his 
1958 contract with Philadelphia 
Phillies and those in the know 
say he has taken a $7,500 cut 
from his estimated 1957 salary of 
$50,000.
Club owner Bob Carpenter, 
however, told reporters after the 
signing that the right - hander 
would get the cut back if he has 
a good season. >
Roberts, who skidded to a 10- 
22 won-lost record last season, 
seemed satisfied with the ar­
rangement.
Even with this salary cut and 
a $5,000. cut m 1957 he still is one 
of the highest-paid pitchers in the 
majors.
a senior
Kelowna’s B.A. Oilers will host the Oroville Rexalls, 
‘A” basketball club, tomorrow at 8:30 p.m., in 
the high school gym.
The exhibition is part of coach Hank Tostenson’s plan 
to sharpen his club against good competition, preparatory 
to going all the way to the provincial senior “B” champion­
ship.
The high school Owls will meet Rutland high in the 
preliminary, at 7:00 p.m.
Juniors Roll 
To Easy Win
In Penticton!Chiefs Snap Off
Agar Win SkeinWith Gus Luknowsky cracking the whip, the Kelowna juniors romped to an 11-2 victory over 
the Penticton club last night, in 
regular valley' minor league 
fixture.
Luknowsky’s five goal, one as­
sist effort led the way, followed] minute of play to edge Vernon 
by Dennis Casey with two goals Canadians 5-4 in an Okanagan 
&nd four assists for the same!Senior Hockey League game last
VERNON (CP) — Kamloops 
Chiefs took advantage of a pen­
alty to Odie Lowe in the final
number of points.
Nick Bulach picked up five 
points on one goal, four assists, 
and Glen Bancroft scored a brace. 
Wills picked up one singleton.
night.
Fred Sasakamoose scored on 
passes from Grant Warwick aad 
Bill Warwick at 19:27 of the third 
period to give the league-leading
Seeley and Rose picked up one the game,
apiece for Penticton, as the sonth- L ° u!f,r K? ^ mPs 
ern club were o v e r™  by the £ ' ? » ™ ! $
high-flying Orchard City crew. 
NEVER LOOKED BACK
Buddy Evans and Jack Milliard. 
Jim Moro, Walt Trentini, Tom 
Stecyk and Johnny-. Harms ac-
Casey opened-the scoring with counted for Vernon’s goals.
an unassisted marker at l:37'and 
they never looked back. Luknow-
Moro gave Vernon the lead at 
11:51 of the first period, scoring
Glass Chin Or N o , 
Mims Meets Boyd
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)— 
Holly Mims, 10-year ring veteran, 
tonight meets Bobby Boyd of Chi­
cago in the city auditorium.
Boyd, ninth - ranked middle­
weight in the nation, decisioned 
Mims in their only previous meet­
ing, April 18, 1956, and the Chi­
cagoan is expected to enter the 
ring a 2-1 favorite.
Mims has won 42 of 63 fights.
Boyd, known as a hard puncher 
with a soft chin, won 47 of 57 
fights. In 1956, Joey Giardello 
broke his jaw. Last year Rory 
Calhoun flattened him in short 
order. /
The fight goes on at 12 p.m 
MST and will be telcVised by 
ABC.
the Kelowna club were playing 
with, a two-man deficit.
sky turned Pyett’s helper into a | from close in after taking George 
second goal at 18:27, to end per- Agar’s pass. Bill Warwick tied 
iod scoring. it up and Milliard put Kamloops
Luknowsky and Bulach scored ahead minutes later, 
in the second frame, before Rose In V1? middle ‘ period ■ Grant 
broke,the ice for Penticton. L u k -  Warwick sent a . low screen shot 
nowsky completed his hat-trick )?*? the Vernon net Ux give the 
to end thp middle frame scoring. Chtlefs a two-goal lead. Canadians 
In the third frame, the Kelowna k ot ?ne *?a?k -«Jf next minutcy 
club rapped in seven goals, while|Trfentim nfll.n8 th4% PU(*  a"d 
Penticton only replied once, when | couTfrom^O f 3  out ' °
Harms shot Canadians into the 
lead at 4:03 of the final frame. 
SUMMARY | Evans got that one back, setting
First period-1. Kelowna, Casey the stsage for Sasakamoose’s 
(unassisted) 1:37; 2. Kelowna, game-winning tally.
Luknowsky (Pyett) 18:27. Penal- LINE-UP
ties, 1 Martin 4:10, Harty 12:57. Kamloops: Goal, Shhley; de- 
Second period — 3. Kelowna, fencGi Sasakamoose, Hunchuk, 
Luknowsky (Bulach) 4:00; 4.Ke- Kernaghan, Dawes; forwards, D. 
lowna, Bulach (Luknowsky, Fish- Warwick, Milliard, Leopold, B, 
er) 7:15; 5. Penticton, Rose (Gar-Uyarkick> Evans, Prince, Hry- 
trell, Seeley) 12:00. Penalt es, cJuk> G Warwick, ; Marquess, 
Bancroft 10:59 and 13:48, Fisher Cadman.
and Harty (roughing) 16:16, Fish- Vernon: Goal, Gordon; defence, 
er 10 min. misconduct and game stecyk, McLeod, Lebodia;' for- 
misconduct 16:16. wards, Lowe, Harms, Trentini,
Third period—Seeley 3:57, Luk- glair, King, Bidoski, Davison, 
nowsky, Seeley 13:12, Bulach Agar, Moro.
3. Kamloops, Milliard (G. War­
wick) 14:48 
Penalties: Stecyk 5:52, Dawes 
and Davison 10:12, Harms 15:41, 
Sasakamoose 19:04.
Second Period:
5. KamlooRs, G. Warwick 
(Kernaghan) 13:14
5. Vernon, Trentini (Bidoski)
„ 15:40. /
6. Vernon, Stecyk (King) 15:49 
Penalties: King 2:13* Agar and 
Hunchuk 5:54, Moro and Leopold 
6:27, H a r m s  .10:13, . McLeod 
(major) 14:53, Sasakamoose (ma­
jor) 11:42, Hunchuk 15:17 and 
19:24, Blair 19:51.
Third Period:
7. Vernon, Harms (Stecyk, Lowe) 
4:05
8. Kamloops, Evans (Milliard, 
' Hunchuk) 4:50 '
9. Kamloops, Sasakamoose (G. 
Warwick) 19;27.
Penalties: Hunchuk 1:50, Lowe 
18:18. ' •
was blowing right at the start. 
The game settled down to hockey 
after that, with no (chippy play 
for the next two periods.
Durban opened the scoring at 
14:37 in a rush originated by Kai­
ser, rifling in the rebound from 
Kaiser’s shot.
Defence man Orv Lavell, to 
prove he’s “all better, Jackson.” 
bulled his way down tho boards, 
cut in on goal and rifled it in at 
18:31,
A let-down In the final seconds 
counted against the Packers, and 
Wall made it 2-1 with one second 
to go.
Kaiser intercepted the puck 
behind the Penticton net and 
passed out to Durban for the 
Packers third marker, but Lloyd 
and Wall rapped in opportunist’s 
goals on scramble plays to tie 
things up at 3-3.
Lavell carried the puck down on 
a rush, rifled it in and raced 
after it, laying it out to Powell 
at 18:07 to put the Packers one 
up again.
LEFT UNATTENDED ' . . t
Peacosh, league’s leading goal 
scorer, was left unattended for 
a few seconds at the 6:28 mark 
of the third frame, and managed 
to pick up the puck again after 
losing it to the Packers defence, 
dribbling it along the ice where it 
deflected off Gatherum’s skates, 
took a cushion bounce off the 
pipe and went in.
. Brian Roche notched the win­
ner at 10:55 when he jumped on 
a loose, puck in the Vees end, and 
rammed it home.
Young intercepted a pass from 
Hal Tarala just outside the Vees 
blue line at 13:56, barrelled in 
and drove a hard forehand that 
went right through goalie George 
Woods for the insurance marker.
First period—1. Kelowna, Dur­
ban (Kaiser) 14: :37; 2. Kelpwna, 
Lavell 18:31; 3. Penticton, Wall 
(Diachuk, Taggart) 19:59. Pen­
alties: McCallum 0.35, Taggart 
1:15, Smith 2:26, Gatherum 3:41, 
Peacosh 4:31, Wakshinskkl 13:01, 
Coburn 15:21.
Second period—4. Kelowna, 
Durban (Kaiser) 3:33; 5. Pentic­
ton, Lloyd (Slater, Harper) 12:40; 
6. Penticton, Wall (Wakshinskkl) 
14:44; 7. Kelowna, Powell (Lav­
ell) 18:07. Penalties: Swarbrick 
(minor) 15:42, Utendale 17:11.
Third period—8. Penticton, Pea­
cosh 6:28; 9. Kelowna, Roche
10:56; 10. Kelowna, Young 13:56. 
Penalties: Middleton 17:50, Har­
per 18:30, Touzin 19:50.
S I E G ' S
S E R V I C E
Service is 




As Provincial Park Location
Smokies Smack 
Down Warritirs
ROSSI,AND (CP)—•Driving in 
four goals in tho last period, Trail 
Smoke Eaters grabbed n 6-5 up­
hill victory over Uosulnnd War­
riors, in n Western International 
Hockey League game Tuesday 
night.
Rightwinger Cal Hockley top­
ped off the drive nt 17:49 of the 
third when Ills 'shot from nn. al­
most impossible*' angle caught the 
high far corner.
Other Trnljl scorers wero Gor­
don Andre,/John Ryplcn, Jerry 
Pcnncr, Garth llayes and Lnurlc 
Bursa w. j  ■ ■ , >
Pinoke/Mclniyro was good for 
a pair for the hometown, whllo 
‘ ‘ wero scored by Frank
d defenceman Yogi Krni- 
Vlc Lofvendnhl. 
ctory moxod Smokies-to 
lx iKiints, of the sccond- 
WiVnrrlorp, who trail Spok- 
Flyers by six points.fine,*!
/ T U E S D A Y 'S  FIGHTS
t h e  Asso c ia ted  t r e s s
sirlofte, N.C, — Art Swlden, 
Pittsburgh, out|M)lntc(l Wn- 
'I’homns, 205, Charlotte, 10, 
Beano—Rudy Ellis,, 159, Chi- 
rtopped Joe ScbmoUe, 163, 
•ucapolia, 3,
Ed Scott’s in love, and he 
wahts to share the thrill.
y;hen the retired Kelowna 
garage man started action re­
cently to hnve the benuty spots in 
the Terrace Mountain nnd Short's 
Creek nren bo incorporated into 
» provincial park, his Intention 
was to mnko more people nwnre 
of the awe-inspiring benuty right 
nt Kelowna’s back door.
Up to now tho place has been a 
Meccn for prospectors, hunters, 
trappers, fishermen nnd camp­
ers, but Mr, Scptt feels the 
scenery In general is spcctnculnr 
nnd tho 100-nille view from Ter* 
race Mountain in pnrtlciilar, is 
“something new and unforget­
table in mountain scenery.” 
FOUND AN ALLY
Ho found an ally In th e ' Kel­
owna nnd District Rod nnd, Gun 
Club, who wrote to the Hon, Earl 
C, Westwood, head of the newly- 
created Department of Recrea­
tion and Conservation, . urging 
that tho nren, approx, 40 miles 
square, be set aside ns n pro­
vincial park, with n suggested 
name of “Terraco Mountain 
Park,”
Lying about 20' miles north of 
Kelowna on the west side of, the 
lake, tho area Is readily ncccs 
slbls b y ro ad , and n, Jeep road 
presently lends up to the look 
out ,|M>st on the mountain peak, 
the highest In the district, The 
desired set-up would be similar 
to Silver Star, near Vernon.
Hunters would still bo permit 
ted use of the area, which 
abounds In deer, benr, grouse 
mountain sheep, and even some 
signs of moose. The’purpose of 
the creation of the park would lx; 
the improvement' of road* thnt 
Would open up th« spot a t  a 
tourist haven. 1 '"  ,
Not only tourists, but thous­
ands of local residents would 
thrill to the benuty to be found 
in thp area, Mr, Scott feels. 
Photographers would have a hey­
day on tho tree clad slopes nnd 
from towering mountnin view­
points would be able to take 
some spcctnculnr shots. Camp­
sites, with Ideal spring water, arc 
found In nbundnnce, making the 
site a natural for a prolonged 
visit.
Tho area In question surrounds 
Terrace Mountain’s 6,248 foot 
peak, nnd Is nt present, in the 
Okanagan Forest Reserve. Tim 
her rights would still be nvnil 
able, should the department of 
recreation take the land over ns 
a park, Mr. Spptt pointed out.
Running parallel with the lake 
from Caesar’s Landing to Ew­
ing’s Landing, taking In Short's 
Greek In the, upper reaches, the 
park nren would be npproxl 
mntcly 40 squnre miles,
First Period:
1. Vernon, Moro (Agar, McLapd) 
11:51. 11
Kamloops, B. Warwick 
(Sasakamoose) 12:32
Annual General Meeting
K ELO W N A A N D  DISTRICT 
ROD A N D  G U N  CLUB
Open to members and interested persons
Canadian Legion Hall, 8 p.m . 
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y  23
General Business
Entertainment—Films by Bert Chichester
CARS
Each nnd of thedo cars will be)everyone
Guaranteed by Lipsctt Motors for 4000 Miles 
or Throe Months the same ns n New Cnr 
Guarantee. A Warranty Certificate will bo 
Issued with each cnr guaranteeing tho pur­
chaser of this bonlfide claim.
4000 M ILE 
O R  3 M O N T H  






, ■ . \
EACH USED CAR
SOLDI
1050 METEOR 4 DOOR BTATION WAOON-V8 with power pack, 
air conditioner, custom radio, turn signals, stylctono paint, ex­
cellent rubber.
1950 PLYMOUTH 2 DOOR SEDAN-fl tyllnder, custom radio, 
turn signals, sportonc point, seat covers, nlr conditioner, an 
economical car for tho discriminate }>uycr, > '
1050 CHEVROLET 4 DOOR SEDAN-AIr conditioner,' turn sig­
nals, deluxe chrome mouldings, immaculate inside and out, 
16000 miles nnd n ono owner cnr.
1056 PLYMOUTH SAVOY 2 DOOR REDAN—V8 cnglno with the 
power pack, custom radio, »|>ortono paint, turn signuls, back up 
ilghts, windshield washersk heavy duty springs, wheel discs, 
fender skirts, white wall tires, ono owner, low mileage, .
1030 METEOR NIAGARA 2 DOOR REDAN—Air conditioner, 
turn signals, stylctono paint, custom radio, VB cnglno, Ono owner, 
beautifully styled Insiao nnd out. Excellent rubber.
1057 PLYMOUTH RAVOY 4 DOOR HEDAN-Only 5000 miles,
demonstrator, air conditioner, sportonc paint, oil filter, heavy 
duty springs and shocks, wheel covers, stone deflectors. Covered 
by Chrysler New Car Guarantee. i'
580 Bernard
Famous Auction Car Lot
Open 9 n.m. to 9 p.m. Monday to Saturday Phone 3387
WED., IAN. 22. 1151 THE DAILY C01JB1EE
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ISPORTLIGHT
P la yo ff. Fever Fills Air 
For .Figure Skaters Also
J
By GEORGE INGLIS v
(Courier Sports Editor)
(This Saturday fe p|ay-off time for 15 local athletes.
There will be the minimum of fanfare and the maximum 
of satisfaction for a dozen gals and three guys—members of the 
Kelowna Figure Skating Club.
, The occasion? The annual Okanagan-Mainline champion- 
Mps,play-offs to the guys and gals who spend long, arduous 
hours of practice, wording their hearts out to make it all look 
easy.
School figures on the patch—the story of the youpg skater’s 
life—are about as unrewarding a past-time as any casual specta 
tor can imagine. But they can produce the fluid grace of motion, 
that surcncss of movement, that spine-tingling flow of muscular 
co-ordination known only to accomplished athletes in a graceful 
sport. , ,
For most of the local contingent of skaters, this will be the 
“moment of truth,” the piece de resistance of the winter. Not 
slated to go any further than these championships this year, most 
of them have practice^ long, painstaking hours to arrive at this 
Saturday, when they will have a smattering of people out there 
to watch them perform. ;
Unlike the competitors in spectator sports, who receive a 
great deal of their satisfaction from the surge of crowd-induced 
adrenalin in their veins, the figure skater must rely more on the 
aesthetic satisfaction that Comes from th? knowledge of a skillful 
performance.
The soft, swift poem of unfaltering flight; the sweet, sure 
kiss of the biting skate blade; the rapid and unerring twirl of 
blurring motion. These are the satisfactions of the figure skater 
—the wherefore of a thousand hours of practice.
But they, like other athletes, still love an audience.
WELL WORTH WATCHING
The trip to the Vernon Civic arena this Saturday night, or 
Sunday afternoon, should be well worth taking, since the free- 
skating and pairs nunibers are slated for these times.
The Orchard City contingent will be made up of many per­
formers well known in valley skating circles—Lou Orwell, John 
Franks, Erdic Oswell, Diane Stolz, Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Van 
der Vliet, all winners in last year’s championships—and will 
feature some newcomer^, skating for the first time.
An enthusiastic club for the size of the city, the local figure 
skaters have had a shot in the arm this past year with the intro­
duction into the interior of the province of the first summer 
figure skating school, held in Kelowna last July and August under 
skating club pro, Mrs. Jean Ross Beaton.
Younger skaters, brought along under Mrs. Beaton’s tui­
tion, include Jill Downton, Frances Thied and Gloria Ritchie, 
juveniles; Diane Gondor, Ruth Dodd and Beverly Hill, novice 
skaters, and Elsie Busch, a junior entry.
These youngsters would just love to hear you cheer for 
them.
Remember, these are their play-offs.
SPEW IN G  of p l a y -o f f s
On the subject of play-offs, the OSHL is rushing head-long 
• into the vital, “chips-down” games that decide the winter’s'play, 
and separate the men from the boys.
The way it appears right now; it will probably be a three 
way battle, with the Packers, Chiefs and Canucks supplying most 
of the power. The role of the Vees will probably be that of gad-fly 
causing some club to extend itself to the very limit to get by 
their hustle.
Since the elevation of veteran Bernie Bathgate from the 
players’ ranks to the coaching spot, the Vees seem to have taken 
a new lease on life. They still lose their share of hockey games, 
but they have shown more polish in doing so, and have always 
aeemed to be hovering on the threshold waiting for the opposing 
dub to open the door even a slight crack. ' ;
t Lately, they have taken to practicing more often than for­
merly, as Bernie does his best to make the most of what he has; 
The (young stuff on the club are immeasurably improved over 
the season of play, and it's not beyond belief that they could 
go into a sprint in the play-offs and send some more favored 
club to the showers. . ‘
Vernon is the most favored to win the play-offs, by virtue 
of recent experience in winning championships. Under coach 
George Agar, the Canucks have travelled to the top in the Becker 
Trophy, nnd the Allan, Patton, and Savage cups. The majority 
of the members of this year’s club have had one or more cham­
pionship experience, and know what it feels like. This is a tre­
mendous asset.
Settled into what appears to be a powerful stretch drive 
right now, the Canucks arc going to be a heap of bad medicine 
to any club they meet in the semi-finals, and* arc a good bet to 
be the toughest club in the finals. *
No newcomers to the winning circle, cither, arc many of 
the Kamloops Chiefs, especially the three Warwicks, Grant, Bill 
nnd Dick. Whatever the rest of the boys iphyficcd to know about 
the thrill of going all the way can be filled in by these three, who 
have worn the laurel wreath of world champs.
Old pros and chips-down hockey players people the roster 
of the duels, and tlVcir spirit is bound to spread through the 
ranks when the big games come up. If the right-amount of fire 
is lighted, they will be a dangerous club to beat.
If the ignition is not hot enough, they will be heap big smoke, 
but no fire. ,
Fists
, BOSTON <AP) — Virgil Akins, 
the battling church deacon from 
'St. Louis, was headed for the 
| welterweight elimination tourna­
ment to^ay after blasting former
■mm
Undefeated Colt 
Seeking To Grab 
7th Purse Today
__AJtCADIA, Calif. (AP) — Cali­
fornia-  has a three-year-old colt 
that hasn’t lost a race, and today 
he’s going to try to prove once 
again that he’s all his press clip­
pings indicate.
The colt, known as Old Pueblo, 
won $124,000 for his owner last 
year. J. Rukin Jelks purchased 
him ttt the Del Mar yearling sales 
for $11,000. He has since sold an 
interest in the colt, a son of the 
flashy Irish speedster, Windy City 
II. for $65,000.
In six starts Old Pueblo has 
been the winner every time. To­
day he is asked to\ carry the 
weight of 124 pounds for seven 
furlongs in the $22,700 San Vi­
cente Handicap. He has some ex­
cellent competition, notably Dis­
dainful, who has a seven-pound 
weight pull and Times Ace, .who 
may prove to be a good distance 
runner.
champion Tony DeMarco into;sweating off more than a quarter 
probable retirement. (pound to' make the 147<pouqd
•’We’re going to go along with'limit at the noon weigh-in, Akins 
our original agreement with the floored DeMarco three times bc- 
National Boxing Association and I fore referee Eddie Bradley mer- 
the World Committee to enter thejcifully called u halt at 1:53 of the 
championship tournament," said:12th round.
Bernie Glickman, co-manager of 
Akins.
While the 29 - year - old Akins 
looked forward to the title trail, 
DeMarco was attempting to shake 
off.* the effects of a vicious beat­
ing absorbed before being stopped 
in the 12th round Tuesday nighty
Despite the advice of four doc­
tors that he stay in hospital for 
"at least a couple of days," De­
Marco checked in at a, hotel and 
spent the night under the watch 
fui eyes of handlers.
The second edition of one of 
Boston's most spectacular slug- 
fests was for the Massachusetts 
version of the world welterweight 
title which Akins won in the same 
ring with DeMarco last Oct. 29.
Glickman said that Akins would 
not agree to any other “title” 
bout which conflicts with the 
NBA - world committee tourna­
ment agreement.
“We made the agreement and 
pl?n' to meet George Barnes (of 
Australia) or Vince Martinez," he
"As far as I’m concerned, Tony I said. "Virgil wilLbe ready to go 
is all through fighting." said man- again in four weeks." 
ager Rip Valenti. ••Even if he The world committee nnd the 
wants to fight again, I’m the guy New York State Athletic Commis- 
who holds the contract and I’mision refused to go along with a 
going to decide this time." j-ecent NBA vote sanctioning a 
Akins, who knocked out Dc-i championship bout between Isaac 
Marco in the 14th round less than Logart and the winner of the
three months ago, again had too 
much ring knowledge and too
Martincz-Gil Turner fight, won by 
Martinez. The NBA also ruled the
many fistic bombs for the 26-1 winner of the Logart bout should 
year-old Boston slugger. jmcet Akins, with the champlon-
Showing no 111 effects from (ship at stake.
FIGU RE S K A TIN G  H O PEFU L
Many pf the hopes for the 
Orchard City’s figure skating 
laurels in the Okanagan-Main­
line championships will rest on 
the shouulders of this trim 
young < lassie. Lou Orwell,
“ veteran” skater of the local 
club, will be trying for honors 
in the senior singles, mixed 
pairs and silver dance. The 
championships start Saturday 
morning in the Vernon Civic
Arena and go for two days, 
with the main spectator events 




Poile Sets Sights High — 
Aims At Soaring Warriors
By THE CANADIAN PRESS I
Coach Bud Poile of the Edmon­
ton Flyers is expecting big 
things of his club in its tour of 
the Western Hockey League’s 
Coast division, opening tonight.
*We could be in first place be­
fore returning home,” Poile said 
T u e s d a y  after bringing his 
charges here a day early for to­
night’s encounter with New West­
minster royals. "The boys are 
tired of chasing Winnipeg.”
The Edmonton coach was set­
ting his team a man-size task in 
overtaking the ! Prairie division­
leading Warriors, but that was 
before Winnipeg downed Sas- 
katoon-St. Paul Regals ’Tuesday 
night, J-3 ,, to make .the going 
even tougher.
Winnipeg did i it the hard way,
A-Glitter Rates 
High A t  Hialeah 
Jasmine Stakes
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — Hasty 
House Farm’s Melody Mine car­
ries high weight of 121 pounds in 
the $20,000-added Jasmine Stakes 
at Hialeah Park today but favor­
itism is expected to go to Calu­
met Farm ’s A Glitter, 
j Melody Mine won the 'Made­
moiselle and was bought last 
mdnth by Mr. and Mrs. Allie 
Reuben of Toledo, Ohio, owners 
of Hasty House, for a chunk of 
cash and three horses.
A Glitter won her first three 
starts as a juvenile and was an 
odds-on favorite in the Selima at 
Laurel, but drifted wide and fin 
ished third. Champion jockey 
Willie Hartack will make up 
piost of the 118 pounds on A Glit­
ter in the six-furlong sprint.
If all 14 entries start, the race 
will have a gross value of $26, 
350 nnd net the winning owner 
$18,925. \
fighting back after spotting the 
Regals a 3-0 first period lead.
To catch the Warriors, who 
lead them by seven points, the 
second-place Flyers will have to 
win three and tie one of their 
four games on the Coast, while 
Winnipeg -plays dead. To take the 
lead they would have to win all 
four.
FLYERS RELAX
Poile was not unhappy at being 
chased out of the Edmonton 
Arena prematurely because of 
an ice show there. The extra day 
here would be put to good u se -  
relaxation;
. “We’ll need all the rest we can 
get,” said coach Poile. “We play 
four games in five nights, and 
that’s toughi on any travelling 
team.” '  ,
The Flyers meet Vancouver 
Canucks, leaders of the Coast 
division, here Friday night, the, 
Courgars in Victoria Saturday 
and the Americans in Seattle 
Sunday.' ■
, In Winnipeg Tuesday night, 
Bill Mosienko of the Warriors 
and Ray Ross of the Regals each 
scored two goals! Reg Primeau 
scored Saskatoon-St. Paul’s other, 
goal.
Howie Glover scored the win­
ner for the Warriors at 11:38 of 
the final period, two minutes af­
ter Art Stratton had tied the 
count. Mosienko scored his two 
in the second period to place
Warriors w i t h i n  striking dis­
tance.
Regals used two junior players 
from Transcona Rangers of the 
Manitoba Junior League, de­
fenceman Connie Neil and centre 
Gord Labossiere.
The outcome left Saskatoon-St. 
Paul 12 points behind the Flyers 
in third place and three points 
ahead of the last-place Calgary 
Stampeders.
THE DARK BAY MARE
The guys who.arc going to present the biggest problcnl,
. however, are the Packers, Leading the league for most of the 
(flaying season, they have been suffering lately frojn q slump 
which has seen them slide down from the scats of the mighty to
within touching distance. , ' •
This slide is not based on indifference (on the'part of the 
players, as some would have us think, but it is partly based on 
the inability of the lioys to become untrnckcd lately, in spite of 
effort. y
Two or three key men have beep having a bad time of It. 
Two of the defence men who rendered (he squad well-nigh in­
vincible in the early part of-the season have been crocked up 
nnd arc only just attaining their full vigor again. Breaks, the pre­
rogative of the healthy and active hockey dub, have passed thciQ
1 by-
l.ast night it looked us though the slump Was over, although 
they let Penticton pick up four goals by letting checks go un­
attended at crucial moments. Aside, from that, however, they 
looked like the carlyscason club, aiming back hard on the plays 
and driving into enemy territory for the large portion of the game, 
Probably most significant—they out-i|iot the Vees 41-28, 
At any, rate the weekend series with Kamloops will tell 
the.talc.' ■ 1 i " ’
Aragon Coughs Up 
Bundle For Peace
LOS ANGELE S(AP) -  Boxer 
Art Aragon and his wife have 
reached a financial settlement 
that will lend to a peaceful di 
vorce, their attorneys have an­
nounced.
Following the agreement Tues­
day, Mrs. Georgina Aragon, 29 
dropped her charges of Infidelity 
involving 15 other women 
Her attorney said she will pros 
ccutc her divorce suit only on 
cruelty grounds,
The compromise came shortly 
after the 30-yoar-old welterweight 
filed n cross-complaint for divorce 
also charging cruelty* and deny­
ing any misconduct, He con­
tended that his 1954-57 earnings 
were $80,000, and that virtually 
nil of the money was given to 
Mrs, Aragon,
He agreed Hint she could hnve
'Leafs Strengthen 
With Former Wing
TORONTO (CP) — Toronto 
Maple Leafs today recalled for­
ward Earl Balfour from Roches­
ter Americans of the American 
Hockey League for their National 
Hockey League game against 
Montreal Canadiens tonight.
Coach Billy Reay said the 25- 
year-old who was with Leafs two 
seasons ago, has scored 19 goals 
for Rochester, the highest total of 
the team. Leafs are down to nine 
forwards through injuries and 
Balfour plays either wing.
Reay also said Toronto has 
withdrawn its claim to defence- 
man Jack Bionda, an ex-Lcaf 
whom they claimed when Boston 
Bruins attempted to waiv<j him 
out of the NHL. Bionda now is 
with Springfield Indians of the 
AHL.
Dodgers New 
Home Too Hot 
For Schedule
CINCINNATI (API — The Na­
tional League has thrown out its 
current schedule of 1958 baseball 
games because of 16 changes by 
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Dave G r o t e, head of the 
league’s s e r v i c e  bureau, an­
nounced plans for revisions Tues­
day and said the present sched­
ule is obsolete.
He said a revised schedule will 
be submitted to National League 
members this weekend in NeW 
York. It may be two weeks be­
fore the new schedule is ready, 
he said.
Grote said the changes came 
after Los Angeles picked the Co­
liseum for its home games, and 
said the intense summer heat in 
southern California was a factor 
in changing playing dates and 
the number of night and Sunday 
games.
V e t, Rookie Sign 
1958 Sox Contract
CHICAGO (AP)—Veteran Jim 
Rivera and newcomer Tito Fran- 
cona, b o t h  outfielders, have 
signed their 1958 contracts, the 
Chicago White Sox announced 
today.
The Sox now have 13 players 
in the fold. ' , >
Dunlops Beat U .S . Pucksters 
In World Tourney Preview
GAS RANGES
are
S A F E
E A S Y  T O  O P E R A T E  
E C O N O M I C A L  
E F F I C I E N T
W E  H A V E  G A S  R A N G E S
$109 a n d  U P
526 B E R N A R D  A Y E .  Phone 2 24 4
HIBBING, MinA. (CP)—Whitby,Canadian goalie Roy Edwards. 
Dunlops held off a fighting United] Attersley then b l a s t e d  one 
States national, hockey team here
Tuesday night nnd took a 6-3 de­
cision in the first of a two-gnmc 
Canadinn-Amcrican series. They 
meet again in St. Paul tonight.
The Ontario sqund took a com­
manding 3-0 lead in the first per­
iod and held the U.S. team on 
even terms for the rest of the 
game.
The Canadian line of Bob At­
tersley, George Snmolenko and 
Bus Gugnon was the major vic­
tory factor, accounting for five of 
the six Whitby scores. Charles 
Burns got the other,
The big line got nil three first- 
period goals to se tu p  the lend, 
Snmolenko scoring twice after At­
tersley got the opener, Gordie 
Christian of W a r r o a d, Minn,, 
finally bi;okc, the spell for the 
Americans nt 5:54 of tho second 
period with brother Rog Christlnn 
giving him the pass thnt bent
straight down the middle from the 
blue line at 17:20 with Gagnon 
and A1 Treen helping.
In the third frame the two 
teams squared off nt two goals 
each. Dick Meredith scored first 
for the Americans nt 1:54, Bill 
Christian nnd Weldon Olson get­
ting the assist. ,
Playing a man short, the Cana­
dians caught :the Americans nap­
ping nt 7:28 with Burns stealing 
the puck near the blue line and 
getting through Unassisted. Paul 
Johnson got thnt one back for 
the Yanks nt 17:03, with Ed 7.if- 
enk and Fred Wonoski on the 
assist end, -
,Gagnon, Attersley nnd Snmo­
lenko closed out the scoring nt 
18:14, Gagnon getting the gonl.
John Henderson was in the‘nets 
for the Canadians In the third 
period nnd had seven of Whitby’s 
21 stops, John Rlgazio had 25 In 
the American nets.
custody of the children, Art Jr,, 
5, an6; r.eoj-ginu, d Audio, 3.
TV GUARANTEED 
SERVICE CONTRACT
•  $25 for 15 months
•  Free 90 day service
•  $25 for 12 months If set 
purchased at oilier 
dealer 1 .
, T V  C E N T R E
ANI» APrl.AM i: l,TI). 
141 Be,~nard Are. I’h. 2019
C H b l C E S
E V E R D U R  B R O N Z E  
E L C O  G L A S S  L I N E D  
E L C O  G A L V A N I S E D  
A U T O M A T I C
G A S  W ATER  HEATERS
Call 2100 for Further Dcfaili
p _
“ Everybody draws a card to see who 
gets the bath with the hot waterJ*
Luck’s not needed here—'just a; new auto­
matic Natural Gas Water Heater. Its exclusive 
rapid recovery rate (3 times faster than the 
old-fashioned side-arm or plain type) gives 
you all the hot water needed for laundry, 
the dishes and the whole family! And Natural 
Gas Water Heaters cost less to buy and install 
—only a fraction as much to use. See how 
little it costs—and how,much more convenient 
it is—to have hot water in your home always,
\ ■ ' ■ . '  ■ .
\
P L U M B I N G  A N D  H E A T I N G  L T D .
527 BERNARD AVK. • PIIONE 2100
G A S  S E R V E S  Y O U — A N D  
TH E CO M M U N ITY, T O O  I
1 5 6 7  P E N D O Z I  S T .
Kelowna, B.C. *— Phone 4304
. D ISCA R D  THAT  
OLD-FASH IONED TYPE,
GET AN AUTOMATIC  
NATURAL G A S  W ATER HEATER, 










. (I# Washington Crafts Exhibition 
Competition* Open To B .C .. Arts
The sixth annual Northwest 
Craftsmen's exhibition, an open 
competition for craftsmen of 
Washington. Oregon.Idaho, Mon­
tana, British Columbia and Al­
aska will be held a t the Univer­
sity of Washington’s Henry Gal­
lery from March 9 through April 
9, of this year.
B.C. craftsmen planning to en­
ter the competition should sub­
mit their work no later than Jan­
uary 31 to the Vancouver Art Gal­
lery. Entries arriving after that 
date will not be judged.
Work in the following craft 
media may be Entered: ceramics 
and ceramic sculpture, jewelry, 
metalwork, enamels, wooden 
containers and table ware, lamps 
with wiring and shade, leather-
work- textiles in napery, juphol- 
stery, rugs, screens, wall hang­
ings and decorative accessories.
Two n^w classes of entry, dolls 
and toys, have been added by the 
sponsors this year in order to 
encourage creative work in these 
fields and to give craftsmen al­
ready working an opportunity to 
exhibit their work.
In last year’s exhibition toore 
tl\an 1600 in prizes were awarded 
by the juries and over 200 items 
were exhibited. The exhibition 
was visited by 7,000 people and 
was reviewed in several national 
craft magazines and art journals.
Interested craftsmen should 
write to the Henry Gallery, Uni 
versity of Washington, Seattle 5,' 
Washington for entry blanks and 
information.
DACHE FEDORA HAS 
HIGH DRAFED CROWN
YOUNG AND PERT IS 
DIOR’S PADRE LINE
"Softly Chanel" set the mood (breasted buttonings in front riv-
at Davidow, many suit jackets 
fastening Chanel-like with silver 
buttons. Suit jackets had rounded 
edges, small collars and smaller 
pockets edged with bias stripes of 
fabrics. Co-ordinated wools from 
famous British and French mills 
were shown in delicious blues,
ailed back-drop necklines, bows, 
back fastenings, tiny back belts, 
seamings, back blousing for eye 
appeal. Daytime version includ­
ed saucy middy dresses, dandy 
chemises with fluted white pique 
frills; the “chemise” jumper
from soft Dello Robbia blue to j worn with striped or dotted 
cobalt and navy, light to mustard printed silk blouse, and the
yellows, many soft greens, greys, 
amber browns and beiges, always 
mingled with a little white or 
black in the weave. Italian yarn- 
dyed sliks included a new silk 
serge, notably in red and deep 
sapphire blue.
* •  *
Hats really steal the show In 
the spring picture—tall and hand­
some to balance the loose-fitting, 
almost understated, silhouet. In­
spirations are romantic, like 
Sally Victor’s Japanese theme in­
spired by pretty Japanese gar­
dens she received during a hos 
pital sojourn after a car accid­
ent recently where her latest 
one of her most outstanding col­
lections was "born." 1 She uses 
F ar Eastern fabrics for magni­
ficent high-draped turbans, as 
well as many versions of the 
cloche. Nearly all her hats are 
soft, fold-up, even straws which 
are "unstarched,” this year. She 
uses flower colors but says “any 
color of green is good.” New 
flower petal hats are called 
"Hana Boshi,” a group of delicate­
ly curled chrysanthemum shapes. 
Warp taffetas, silk gauzes, floral 
prints, stripes were draped like 
Japanese headdresses in another 
group called “Tammono.” A 
chance to use some of Mrs. Vic- 
- tor’s inimitable embroidery came 
in "Kyusu,” or teapot silhouet 
hats, bulbous little domes of 
smooth straw, appliqqued and 
embroidered in dainty Japanese 
floral motifs and butterflies. New 
flower trims include stems, twigs 
and leaves as well as big silky 
blossoms.
Parade prettiness pervaded 
Junior clothes by Eloise Curtis 
in which dandy frills, sailor bibs, 
oversize neckline bows, double-
"shirt" chemise of dacron and 
cotton, braided in white down the 
back. For evening it was the full- 
skirted chiffon, with light back 
blousing in "elephant dots.” One 
young party frock of white silk
organza over pastel, had a daisy- 
embroidered apron.
* * *
Christian Dior hats arc diversi­
fied, some very small, others 
brimmed and big. The cloche is 
a great favorite, deep or shallow, 
and small square pillboxes, back 
draped bonnets of silk, worn well 
back on the head, framing the 
face, showing a good deal of 
hair. Most hats match or blend 
with the costume of straw, rib­
bons, bows with simplicity and 
elegance the keynote. For even­
ing there are shaded petal toques, 
or those of manipulated tulle.
ALICE WINSBY — WOMEN’S EDITOR
WED., JAN. 22, 1938 THE DAILY COURIER
KEEP IN TR IM
Baby Who Cries Too Often 
Could Have A  Tense Mother
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D.
Some babies cry very seldom, 
while others cry often and long.
There aTe so many possible 
physical or emotional causes 
that one can’t safely give muth 
useful general advice. Usually, 
the physician can diagnose and 
help the mother correct the 
physical causes, but emotional 
causes may not be so easily de­
termined, and corrected.
Sometimes a psychiatrist can 
help the mother who is not calm 
or at peace with herself and the 
world to feel more serene and 
happi As a result the infant 
may soon begin t6 feel more 
comfortable and cry less.
MANY FACTORS
Yet there may be so many 
factors impairing her serenity, 
that even an expert may not be 
able to do much about it.
Anyway, the mother whose 
infant, in spite of the best as­
sistance from the doctor, cries 
excessively should try to see 
what she can do to become more 
relaxed and at ease herself. 
Surely, the tiniest infant senses 
her feeling and emotions.
Sometimes, sne can help her­
self most by letting some house­
hold things go undone and by 
getting more relaxation and 
recreation. She might also find
help from religion. Of course, 
she can try too hard and defeat 
her purposes. Her chief ally will 
be her own common sense.
Her lack of skill in handling 
her child and her inconsisten­
cies in managing him could 
make him cry. The better she 
can train him to know what to 
expect next, the more happy he 
will be as a rule.
For example, she must learn 
to win his cooperation -in such 
matters as eating, sleeping and 
toilet training.
A toddler may cry a lot be­
cause he has not learned to ac­
cept "No” as final. When he dis­
obeys, his mother may become 
more vexed and excitable, speak 
in a loud, high voice and the 
child, in turn, feels unhappy and 
cries all the more.
The children of two to five 
who rarely cry have constant 
outlets for their energies and 
creative urges. They enjoy their 
parents and playmates and are 
enjoyed by them. They don’t get 
too weary or excited and feel 
that all is well most of the time.
M A R Y  H A W O R T H 'S  M A IL
Her "Ideal" Husband Misbehaved; 
Now He's Lost Capacity To Love
Exercise Prevents Extra Size, 
Ida Jean Tells Tubby Teeners
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: I 
hav6 been married eight years to 
a  man whom I thought the most 
wonderful guy in the world—until 
last May—, when he moved out 
suddenly, leaving a letter listing 
his grievances. ' •
He concluded by saying he still 
thought me the nqost wonderful 
person he’d ever known, and that 
-he wasn’t leaving for another 
woman, but only because he no 
longer loved me. Six weeks later 
he was back. Meantime he’d 
maintained our home as usual, 
and we’d been in almost daily 
contact by phone.
Now I learn that he was seeing 
another woman in that interval; 
and, they've since broken up. 
Presently he admits being invol­
ved with another, woman (moth­
er of children), separated from 
her husband. He says he isn’t in 
love with her, and promises to 
stop seeing her; but neither is 
he in love with me, he says.
1IE REFUSES 
TO COOPERATE 
He plans to leave again; says 
ho is confused and wants to live 
alone. I  have advised profession­
al help—to no avail. I asked him 
to cooperate In consulting 
clergyman, marriage counsellor 
or older person; but he refuses 
He Jqst wants to leave; doesn’t 
want to bo married, although ha 
still praises mo to tho sky.
I am at a loss. I don't know il 
I should let him go easily, or put 
up a fight to hold him. I do love 
him apd would like to keep my 
home together. But this strain, 
as to whether ho, goes or stays, 
and who he's seeing, Is becoming 
too much for me.
lie sells insurance and works 
with loads of women. Wc are in 
our early thirties and have a
i-oung son. whom he , says he oves, and who worships the 
ground his father walks on. I 
would appreciate any advice you 
can give me. II,S. 
c h Xo tic  CONDUCT 
HAS CONFUSED HIM 
DEAR H.S.: This is a manK 
confused by tho chaos of his own 
bchavlor-or misbehavior. As a 
result of trifling with other wo­
men, taking tho course of least 
resistance; he has forfeited (for 
tho time being) his capacity to 
love a with wholeheartedly. > 
That is tho essence of adultery 
—to adulterate one’s capacity to 
low . I t  rules out totality, coni 
vlction and contentment. It nabot- 
ages emotional Integrity and di­
lutes personality., It weakens the 
Will, clouds the mind, depresses 
the ioul—and cuts olf the cur­
rent of spiritual grace (which 
operates on behalf of those 'who
stick to the rules of righteous 
living).
Karl (let’s call him) feels that 
he is no longer the person he was 
in relation to you, before he got 
Involved with other women. He 
feels lost, alienated from his for­
mer self, the self you' still take 
him to be, in your loyalty and 
innocence of mind. You innoc­
ence has to do with not having 
sinned his kind of sin; hence you 
don’t see through his eyes.
MUST REBUILD 
FROM WITHIN
For him, his; world has changed. 
Much as Eden changed for Ad­
am, after his fall from grace, I 
suppose. And now he thinks if 
he pulls up stakes and goes away, 
he may blunder into nnother gar­
den of paradise. But of course 
he won’t. His trquble is within 
his own consciousness; and there 
is where he must repair the mis 
take, and reconstruct his happi 
ness.
Your intuition is sound—that 
his problem calls for .professional 
help, to get him back on the beam 
of heart wholeness. In the town 
through which you write, some of 
the lending churches afford psy- 
chlntricnlly slanted pastoral 
counselling, which would be Ideal 
for him, I think.
He needs to seo for himself tho 
pattern of his confusion'. And to 
form durable associations with 
right-minded people—as an anti­
dote to his lone wolf behavior, 
and to nourish and sustain good 
character, by acquiring whole­
some habits and interests. Have 
him rend this, and then try again 
to win him to reason. M.n,
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mall or per­
sonal interview. Write her }p care 
of Tlio Daily Courier.
A  Correction 
$100 Not $10
It was irroneously reported on 
this page recently that the 
Women’s Institute had contributed 
$10 to the ambulance fund which 
is currently being raised. This 
figure should have been $100. It 
is estimated that this ambulance, 
which will serve the district from 
Winfield to Peachland, will cost 
in the neighborhood of $10,000 
and other local organizations 
along with the rural areaS will 
be asked to contribute.
By IDA JEAN KAIN
Overweight teen-agers . . . 
here’s a promise. If you’ll go 
at rhythm slimming with' spir­
ited enthusiasm and follow 
through . . . you can make a 
miracle happen. Then the tele­
phone will start ringing . . .
Exercise ,not only tones flabby 
muscles but changes bulges to 
streamlines. One young lady 
wfote that she lost inches off 
the waist and midriff in a single 
week! Nice going.
Turn on a tune . . . it’s fuii 
to exercise to music. But don’t 
fall into slipshod, hit and miss 
movements. You want a neat- 
sweet waist? All right,- then 
d i r e c t  precision movements 
smack through the middle meas­
urement.
Choose a rhythm with a slow 
beat. Stand with feet well apart, 
arch arms overhead, ballerina 
style. Now elongate that section 
from hipbones to ribcage by 
pulling slim through the entire 
middle measurement. Hold the 
up-pull -and add a smooth side- 
bend.-
Come on, time’s a-wasting . 
get into the act! Stretch'up, bend 
sidewards, hold the muscle con­
traction to a few beats of the 
music, then slowly release and 
.some back to starting position; 
Pull-up snugly again, being sure 
to keep shoulders fat ease . 
then bend smoothly to the oppo­
site side. Do this easy rhythmic 
movement through half a record 
. . . or for 25 counts.
If you’re a girl With imagina­
tion, improve on the lyrics .
G LE N M 0 R E
GLENMORE — Miss Marilyn 
Short, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
W. J. D. Short, left last week to 
reside in Vancouver where she 
has taken a position with the B.C. 
Telephone Co.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. Lip- 
sett are the former’s brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Lipsett and their son Jack of 
Vancouver. Prior to returning to 
their home they will holiday in 
California.
F/O Pudge Marshall left last 
week to/return to his station at 
ClareshcJm, Alberta. He will be 
leaving ^Claresholm shortly for 
Trenton.JDnt., where he has been 
posted. FYO Marshall is the 6on 
of Mrs. A\ Rowe.
Congratulations are being re 
celved by jMr, and Mrs. John 
Petrettn, Bankhead,, on the birth 
of n son.
Singer To Wed
Announcement was made to­
day of the engagement of their 
only daughter, Elsie May, by 
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Ncwick to 
Murray Thomah Green, youngest 
son of Mr. nnd\ Mrs. Alex Green 
of Vernon. Tho wedding will take 
place Saturday,, March 1, at 
First United Church, with Rev. 
R. S. Leitch officiating.
.Miss Ncwick, who sang a lead- 
ihg role in last Wear’s presenta­
tion ’’Oklahoma!!", is also a 
member of tho ^incite Choir.
No Sack To Show 
Paris Can Have It
ROME (AP) — There’s a bow 
line and an arrow line, a bamboo 
line and even a Sputnik line in 
the new Italian f a s h i o ji s for 
spring and summer.
But for some Italian style de-' 
signers the "sacco” (sack) line 
does not exist. As far as they’re 
concerned it can stay in Paris 
where it was introduced last sea 
son. \
That, briefly, is the high fashion 
news after two days of weekend 
showings in Rome. Today the 
spotlight moves . north to Italy’ 
other fashion centre, Florence.
Fontana, one of Rome’s leading 
couturieres, wants nothing to do 
with the sacco. Her high-fashion 
dresses are . graceful twists oi 
material to cling to the body 
where a clinging dress looks -best,
The Fontana ready-to-wear bou­
tique collection is inspired by 
Sputnik, with baggy britches re­
placing skirts and draperies hang­
ing from the shoulders of blouses 
It all gives a woman the look of 
a "space man."
Fascarclla creates the bow line 
■the bow as in archery. It In 
volves slightly curving hip-length 
jackets oyer harrow skirts.
Luciana has the bamboo line, 
In some way it is close to the 
chemise - contoured sack, with 
slack-wnistcd Jackets oyer slirh 
dresses.
The arrow lino is Garnett’s 
idea, narrow suits with brief hip- 
length jackets.
Giovanclli has produced a num­
ber, of sacks in her main line, 
but Bhc uses belts around the 
normal waist in ‘ her rendy-to- 
wear,
HITH ER  A N D  Y O N
HOME FROM YELLOWKNIFE 
. .  Mr. C, B. Feedh&m who has 
>ent the past month at home in 
elowna with his family is re> 
turning to Yellowknife, N.W.T. 
today.
VISITING RELATIVES . . .  in 
Kelowna. Miss Madeline Zerr of 
Regina, Sask,, wb> is the neice 
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardner 
is enjoying a holiday here at 
present.
MR. AND MRS. L. I.'-FOAN 
. . and sun Stephen have re­
turned from a three week holi­
day in Honolulu.
O K A N A G A N  MISSION
OKANAGAN MISSION — A 
committee meeting by members 
of St. Andrew’s Guild was held 
at the home of Mrs. Hobson re­
cently, to discuss the turkey sup­
per being held on Feb. 5 at the 
community hall.
It was decided to* continue 
with, the same menu except to 
try a different dessert. Admis­
sion will be by ticket only, and 
anyone wishing to obtain these 
may contact guild members or 
Hall's store. Mr. Turner will be 
showing travelogue films after 
the supper.
Mrs. H. Raby is a patient in 
the Kelowna General Hospital at 
present.
Mr. and Mrs.- N. Bullock are 
visjting in Vancouver at the 
present time.
adding some "going" words. As 
you bend chant . . . exercise- 
makes-for-a-willowy-waist . . 
so what-am-I-waiting-for! Slim- 
trim-svelte-streamlined! You will 
be, too.
Now I’ll let you in on a suc­
cess secret . . . you can build 
up a rhythm pattern by never 
letting a day go by without eas­
ing through a few stretch rounds. 
If your mind balks a bit say to 
yourself . . . "I haven't missed 
day yet . . .  so bulges-away!” 
The resistance is only at the 
start. Know that.
Try the familiar whirl-away 
on your waistline . . .
Sitting on floor, with legs 
spread wide apart. Have arms 
outstretched at sides, shoulder 
level. The waist whittling move­
ment is to pivot a t the waist, pull 
up strongly with the abdominal 
muscles and bend over to touch 
fingers of left hand to right toes'. 
Come back to sitting position, 
pull-slim again, then pivot at 
waist and bend to touch fingers 
of . right hand to left toes. Keep 
it up through half a record.
Record measurements at the. 
start — and re-measure a week 







GRAND MARAIS, Minn. (AP) 
—Janet Benson, a pretty 18-year- 
old wilderness girl, can’t  reach 
out her front door for a letter 
from the mailman.
Her "reach” is a cold seven 
miles across an island - dotted 
lake on the Ontario border.
Instead of donning slippers and 
a robe to step out briefly for the 
morning mail, Janet bundles up 
in a fur-trimmed, parka, heavy 
wool slacks and moose hide moc­
casins for her trek to meet the 
mailman. ,
A member of one of a handful 
of families living on the Ontario 
side of Lake Saganaga, at the 
end of the Gunflint Trail in ex­
treme northeastern Minnesota, 
Janet was born in that roadless 
area and takes her chores In 
stride.
USES DOG TEAM 
Twice a week ̂ during the win­
ter, she hitches up King Pal and 
Moochic, her team of husky dogs, 
to a sled and makes her way 
across Saganaga, a historic route 
for early voyageurs and fur trad 
crs.
She travels across seven miles 
of Ice to meet the mailman at 
the end of his rural route—one 
that takes , him 60 miles up the 
Gunfliift Trail from Grand Ma­
rais. 1
Janet and her dogtegm. Carry 
the mail back to families on the 
Ontario side of the ( lake.' All 
serve as guides for sportsmen 
who come to the area for fishing 
in the summer, ice fishing in the 
winter and moose hunting, and 
all trap fur-bearing animals.
She hnfe to know the wny across 




FLORENCE. Italy IReuters ) -  
A silk three-piece outfit — shirt 
skirt and shorts — destined 
for Princess Margaret’s'summer 
wardrobe was modelled in Flo­
rence's - P i 11 i Palace Monday 
night during the Italian high fa 
shion showings.
The ensemble was' designed by 
Bertoli, whose ribbon - embroid 
ered skirts the princess has- worn 
in the past. It is of pale orange 
silk printed with an all-over de 
sign of tiny orange and red um­
brellas.
It does not follow the new 
Italian “clothes-peg” line, which 
is a narrow sack, but the skirt 
belling into a band of narrow 
orange velvet ribbons, is the new 
knee-glimpsing length.
The mannequin who wore tltte 
model unhooked the skirt behind, 
stepped out of it and revealed a 
very short pair of matching 
shorts. A matching shirt of clas­
sic design was worn with both 
skjrt and shorts. ""
BALK AT BIKINIS 
The buyers and fashion writers 
were amused at the effect that 
modelling next summer’s high- 
necked black wool b a t h i n g  
dresses had on the models.
They refused to show bikinis; ~~ 
A blonde model who was to 
have removed a short Baldini 
cloak of white cotton with hand- 
painted blue stripes to display 
the briefest matching bikini al­
lowed one section of the audience 
a swift provocative peep, closed 
the cloak again with coy outrage 
and stumped off the rostrum mut­
tering to herself.
"Too much of her and too 
little of it, is the trouble there,” 
commented an American buyer 
wryly.
One designer complained that 
one of her mannequins refused to 
remove a lay-slip, which had a 
chemise top and belled like a 
Chinese lantern into a tight band 
at the top of the legs, because 
she didn’t approve of the bikini 
underneath.
PRETTY P A R T Y  FROCK
By TRACY ADRIAN
This party dress is just the 
thing for a celebration, It 
would do for a large, family 
dinner and could go on with the 
greatest of case to cocktail 
later—or vice versa, depending 
on whether the feast is plan­
ned for two o'clock or for
eight.'
Of black taffeta, the dress is 
molded along princess lines. 
Luxurious imported lace sparks 
its asymctric neckline and adds 
a flattering touch of white. 
This style is also available in 
navy.
An Open Letter To M rs. Brown 
Publicity Chairman, Any Group
Dear Mrs. Brown:
Have you been appointed pub-' 
llcity chairman for your club or 
organization?
This 4s a very busy time of 
y e a r . for most groups. Annual 
meetings with election of officers 
are being held every day. You 
want your activities publicized, 
and we are very happy to receive 
your news. But PLEASE, Mrs. 
Brown, will you make it possible 
for us to welcome your copy?
We realize your members call 
each other by their given names 
at your meetings, but it is IN­
CORRECT in newspaper copy 
unless the member is a divorcee. 
Your president is HJRS. JOHN 
JONES. Even if she is a widow, 
she is correctly called MRS. 
JOHN JONES.
When submitting your copy
please send us the husband’s 
first name; in full, not his nick­
name, or if you prefer send two 
initials.
Thank you for your co-opera­
tion In this matter, and our best 




P.S. Would you please put your 
phone number on any copy you 
submit?
GIRL G U ID E • NOTES<m m -.jL ^ \
The following members of the 
1st Kelowna Brownie Pack have 
received dancing badges; Eliza­
beth Lowe, Laurie Scoullar, Carol 
Henderson, Susan Aynsley, Karen 
Bruce, Wendy Dubbin and 
Maureen Henderson.
Golden bars have been pre­
sented to Merron Jannens and 
Sandra Granger.
m m m m u
CONTROL 




In the busy block on 
Bernard Ave.
12
For FREE Delivery 
Just Dial 3333
'm m m m u
_s_
BURNING PLANE LANDS
CHICAGO (AP)—An American 
Airlines pilot Monday landed his 
transport with one of Its four en­
gines aflame without panic or in­
jury among the 59 passengers aqd 
five crew members. Pilot R. W. 
Ditfurth said he noticed flames 
burst from the No. 1 engine of 
his DC-7 as it approached Chi­
cago. Midway Airport for a land­
ing. After the landing passengers 
left through the pilot’s exit and 
ground crews put out the blaze.
........
EVER YTH IN G
IN
DECORATING
Multi-color Paint . . . Wallpaper . . . Brushes . . .  
Kern Glo . . . Bapco . . . S.W.P. . .  . Sundries , .>  
Signs, . . Contracting . Showcards . . . Picture Framing 
If we haven’t got i t . .  . we can get it!
Treadgojd Paint Supply Ltd.
1619 Pendqzi St. Phone 2134
CAIRO (Reuters) — Lt. - Gen. 
Gen. E. L. M. Burns, Canadian 
commander of the Ifnitcd Nations 
Emergency Force, returned to 
his command in the Gaza strip 
Tuesday after an eight-day visit 
to Naples.
miles long and has some 360 is­
lands W confuse the unwary trav­
eller.
Janet is the daughter of "Tem­
pest” Powell Benson, known In 
these parts as the original-north- 
woods woman guide. Her grand­
mother was n Chippewa Indian.
With the lake the only means 
of transportation to the outside, 
Janet has had no chance to at­
tend school as other youngsters 
do. She wAS educated by her 
grandfather, Jack Powell through 
correspondence from the Ontario 
department of education,
«IV HUHILV lOVeS THIS RASPBERRY,
JBW3B
G r * o > *  u p p e r p a n  o f  double  
bolter g e n e ro yd y .
Meamry Into pan
1 ’/•  c. (10 ox. con)
canned raspberries 
and syrup
% c. granulated sugar
2 I s p s . c o m  s t a r c h  
M l *  w eN a n d  net a i d s .
rr.racBxgK 
Sill together
VA c. oneo-elfred pastry 
llsuf
> or 1V« c. once-sifted 
all-purpose flour 
1 Vs tsps. Magic Baking <1 
Powder 
%  tip. sail 
-Cream , -
3 Ibsps. shortening 
Mend In .





top. grated lemars 
rind
Add dry Ingredient* to creamed 
misttre ottemotely with flavored 
n>uli, combining lightly after 
each addition. Turn Into doubte- 
botler over rotpbetrie*. Cover 
»lowly and cook aver bolting 
iSfOtso until better Is cooked— 
about I Ik hour*—add boiling 
water, If nocetrary. to under 
P « » v  , ' . . ,
T u m h o l p u dding o u t o nto  a  d o e p  
serving d b h . P a r * chilled c v ito rd  
•c u re  o r pouring cre am , < 
Y lo ld i 4  o r A lervlnge.
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Oh, how pfcttyA Ah, how fluttering. AntJ how easy, cool and 
comfortable it is to live irt cotton fashions. Our happy unsorlmCht 
- of colorful cotton dresses is ready and waiting to take you through 
summer in beautiful style, 1
A
5.00Choose now from our bargain rack of dresses, and all at the terrific low price o f ....................................
Sleeveless or with sleeves. Jacket style. Ideal for houscdrcsscs. 
And that’s not all. Also at January prices other wonderful buys 
in Summer Skirts, Dusters, etc."SK.
Do,come in and choose your summer wardrobe now at 
 ̂ these low, low prices. ,
- . \  ■ - ; '■ '
523 B E R N A R D  A V E . P H O N E  3029
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THE DAILY COCBIEB. Wed:, Jan. 22, 1138
S A F E W A Y
*
We’ ve teamed up "natural partners" in good eating. . .
to give you meal ideas and extra savings I
GOjfrOGETHER \Specid
C A P T A IN 'S  CHOICE BEL-AIR
FISH STICKS FRENCH FRIES
F r o z e n . . .  Premium Quality Frozen
8 o z. package 9 o z. package
BOTH r  c  _ 




N o . 1 Rindless V2*lb.
B REAKFAST G EM
FRESH EGGS
Farm Fresh
Grade " A "  Large Dozen
Prices Effective 
January 23rd, 24th and 25th
C H EEZ W H IZ
K r a f t . . .  8 oz.  jar
and
M A C A R O N I
Catelli. . .  1 lb. package
B O T H  C C -  
F O R  J
Bel-Air Premium Frozen
STRAW BERRIES
15  oz. package 
and Party Pride
ICE C R EAM
Quart





Aylm er, Tomato or Vegetable, 10  o z. tin 
Christie's Saltines, 16  o z. package
4 tins SOUP
1 Box C R A C K ER S .  .  .............................
Friday Night is Family Shopping Night at S A FEW A Y  
Your Friday Night Special This Week Ts
3*o79c
W IENERS &  BEANS 
CHILI C O N  C A R N E
Taste Tells, 
15 oz. tin ..
Taste Tells, 
15 oz. tin ..
C I a i i h  or Buckwheat, Aunt Jemima, C C «
I  l u l l r  3’2 lb. bag .  . . .  J j i
and
Syrup K  urn..........39c
P IZ Z A  PIE M IX  ?5tfo°zy p S  .....59c
BEEF A N D  G R A V Y  Boston, 12 oz. tin . ............. 29c
i r i  I V  D A l I I | \ r n C  Empress Assorted, Delicious f \  0 * 7 ^JELLY POWDERS with Ice Cream, package . . . 3 for 2/C
NESTLES QUIK 2 ," :'!c.D! ,k-....................... 63c
RED PLU M  JA M  ..... 7 5 c :
GREEN PEAS 12 oz.^package .. .......  4 fo r  65C
CREAM  CORN ........ ............2 . ,  27c
LU X  TOILET SOAP t s M " :  2 33c
BREEZE U ET ER O EN T . $1*44
RINSO Special offer, giant package . .....  ........... ....... ............79c
Delicious served with apple rings or t  t  -  
sauce. End Cuts M .  -  -  .  -  lb. 4 J P
Centre 
Cuts .  lb.
Pork Side
SPARE RIBS
Leanand^ C C | i  
Meaty -  -  -  lb. J P J t r
PORK HOCKS
Fresh T O ,
or Frozen - lb. w
v Fresh Pork
PICNIC R O A S T
Whole or O I T *  
Shank Half .  lb. e JP
Cabbage
Firm Green uU .  .  ,  ,  L l b S -  |7C
1 , ,
1 a , Fresh Frozen
W W  I I I  M #  1  I M I  Alberta Whole . . . .  2 9 c
Turnips
Local Mountain „  f l f ®  -
Grown .  .  .  L l b s - DC
LETTUCE Solid G r e e n . H e a d s ' ........................
CAULIFLOW ER Snowy White Heads ...........
U, 1 7 c
V
ib, 2 3 c
C a n a d a
We reserve the rlgllt to limit qtiunlllit s
Courier Want Ads As Low As 2c a Word. Phone 4445
in Msmoriam Motels -  Hotels
THE DAILY COURIER O 
WED.. JAN. 22. 1358 °
RESTMOR COURT
17G0 Vernon Ed.
I TARTIN _  in loving memory of 
l '!"?r husband, father and 
grandfather.
<? One sad. lonely year has
passed. Completely furnished three room
Since vour Heavenly Father Implex units, all utilities, laundry
i facilities, 2 channel Televisioncalled you Home,
•To memory ever dear.




LADIES BICYCLE AND 3 BOYS 
bicycles, cheap. Phone 7983.
123
Card O f  Thanks
WE HEREBY EXPRESS OUR 
appreciation to all who sent 
flowers and messages of comfort 
or helped in anv way during our 
recent sad bereavement. A 
special thanks is tendered to 
doctors and nurses of Kelowna 
General Hospital, Mrs. Day and 
Don for their kindness, and to 
the officiating pastors for their 
comforting words. May God bless 
you all. ~ |
—Mr. A. Spletzer and family |
122
FRANKLIN MOTEL
1630 Vernon Ed. ‘
ottage Housekeeping Apart­
ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­









CAR CHAINS T O -FIT  TIRE 
sizes 710-15 and 670-15. Have 
been used once, $7. Call after 
5 p.m. at cabin No. 3, Orchard 
City Auto Court. 126
SIIADY STREAM MOTEL 
Pacific Ave. off Vernon Ed.
Corr.,/lcteIy furnished 2 and 3 
room cottages. Propane Gas 




WELDER AND LIGHT PLANT, 
portable, electric cables and 
helmet. Original price $1,175, 
selling $700; fast charger, 6 and 
12 volt, original price $65, sell­
ing $50. Both new condition. Your 
offers considered. Phone 2145.
122
Lost And Found Cars And Trucks
STORE REFRIGERATION, new 
condition 18 lineal feet $1,000; 
grocery shelving at ' cost of 
lumber. Phone Penticton 6162 or 
write G. Blackwell, 1160 Govern­
ment St., Penticton, B.C. 122
SUITCASE -  GIRL’S, BROWN 
leather, containing clothing and 
child's glasses, which are vitally 
needed, name in glass case. 
Lost between Kelowna and 
Revelstoke, Sunday, January 19. 
Reward. Phone Kelowna 3843.
123
M ER V Y N  M OTORS
AFRICAN VIOLETS -  MANY 
varieties, some blooming, 35 cents 
to $1.50. Phone 8239. 124
FOR
Coming Events
RUTLAND P.T.A. GOULASH sup­
per and entertainment Saturday, 
February 15, 1958 at 6:30 p.m. in 
the Rutland High School. Tickets 
$1.00. Can be purchased at Rut­
land stores or from P.T.A. Mem­
bers. 124
QUARTERLY GENERAL Meet­
ing of the Kelowna and District 
Rod and Gun Club Jan. 23, 
Legion Hall at 8 p.m. 123
Business Personal
V A N C O U V E R  PRICES
'50 METEOR—53 Mercury motor, 
spotlights, winter tires, signal 
lights, radio. d*"YrA
To handle .......................r '  J v
54 VOLKSWAGEN PICKUP with
tarp, winter tires. A real tfc AOA 
buy. To h and le ..............
’50 AUSTIN COUNTRYMAN —
fine all purpose vehicle. ttO O  
To handle .......................  •P0 '*
55 MORRIS CONVERTIBLE —




Radios. Televisions, Electric 












V A N C O U V E R  PRICES
AT




FRIGERATOR $45. 967 Harvey 
Ave. Phone 3295. 123
SUPERCLEAN BLEACH
Kelowna product. Machine and 
Hand Laundry. Household and 
Commercial use. Jake Reimer, 
phone 3408 or 3056. 140
HEATER—COLEMAN OIL burn­
er, 55,000 B.T.U. Model S-555, 
excellent condition, $65. Phone 
2172 or 4030. 125
Farm Product
IF YOU WANT FRESH EGGS 
Today’s Eggs Delivered Today
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 Wardlaw Avenue
Free delivery every afternoon 
except Sunday 
Phone 8720 or 4575
OTTAWA (CP)—Labor Minister 
Star complained today that there 
is a “great deal of misrepresenta­
tion” about unemployment fig­
ures in Canada.
He said the only official figure 
on unemployment is the one pre­
pared by the bureau of statistics.
The bureau reported Monday 
the number of unemployed at 
mid-December was 386,000.
At the same time, in the Com­
mons, Mr. Starr reported that the 
National Employment Sc r v 1 c e 
had 796,371. applications for jobs 
on file at Jan. 9.
The official explanation for the 
difference between the two fig­
ures is that many persons look­
ing for new jobs through National 
Employment S e r v i c e  already 
have other employment but want 
to change jobs.
Mr. Starr said today the latter 
figure of 796,371 relates to opera 
tions of the Unemployment Insur 
ance Commission. Use of this fig­
ure as a jobless total had a “ser 
ious effect on public confidence.’ 
NEWSPAPER STORY 
• Mr. Starr complained specif­
ically about a Canadian Press 
story in today’s Toronto Glotx  ̂
and Mail, the headline on which 
said: “796,371 Canada Jobless
record for postwar period.”
The CP Ottawa dispatch, how­
ever, said that the figure does 
not indicate absolute unemploy­
ment and then gave the figure of 
386,000 issued by the bureau of 
statistics.
Mr. Starr said it was not the
policy of the former Liberal gov­
ernment to issue the National 
Employment Service figure. The 
Liberals had made it plain that 
the only official figure is that pre­
pared by the bureau of statistics.
The government was not re­
sponsible for the two sets of fig­
ures.
Mr. Starr said that because the 
Liberals had established the of­
ficial figure he was asking them 
to accept it as they had when 




OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
can help you to solve your heat­
ing problems more economically. 
For free estimate call 4646. 
Chet’s Gas Service. 130
1957 METEOR RIDEAU 500 
Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For infor­
mation phone 4545.
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free Estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. - 131
1948 JEEP — 4-WHEEL DRIVE, 
with cab, 30.000 miles, in ex­
cellent conditions. For infar- 
mation phone 4545. * 130
PRINTED P A TTER N
f t
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in KeldWnar\E$ and B Paint 




1954 FORD 2-DOOR SEDAN — 
2 tone paint, radio, heater, seat 
covers. Excellent condition, very 
good tires, 37,000 miles. Will ac­
cept 1946 to 1948 ‘-2-ton as part 
payment. Fiill pricb' $1-,350.00. 
Phone 7565. May be seen at 528 
Birch Ave. -125
HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED IN 
home of working mother with 2 
small girls, five day .week. Phone 
after 4:30 p.m. 6189. 125
HOUSEKEEPER — MIDDLE- 
aged, to live in, wanted for elder­
ly couple. Phone 4081 day time, 
7921 evenings. Preston. 2065 Long 
St. 122
DODGE, 1948 SEDAN — GOOD 
condition, reconditioned motor 
driven only 10,000 miles. New 
winter tires, radio, heater, sig­
nal lights $350. Phone Rutland 
8922. 126
BUYING LUMBER? BUY LOCAL 
for all your building needs. Lumb­
er, Sash, Plywood, Insulations, 
Cement, Bricks, Paints, Doors, 
Floorings. Buy Local — Buy at 
Wm. Haug and Son, 1335 Water 
St., Phone 2066. S-W-tf
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. tf
For Rent
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32ttff
SOUTH PENDOZI—Unfurnished 
suite, four rooms, bath, kitchen 
has oil range, $50 month. Phone 
8095. 130
FULLY FURNISHED BUNGA­
LOW. Centrally located, south 
side. References required. Phone 
2576. i 126
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
■ ■ 138
1950 TRUCK, %-TON FAIR CON­
DITION 0375. Phone 2172 or 4030.
125
1954 FARGO FLAT DECK, 13,000 
miles, excellent condition, very 
low deck. Handles 200 boxes 
Priced to sell. Phone 7620. 122
Fuel And Wood
DRY BUSH WOOD — 2 CORD 
load $24.00: cord load $12.50. Im­
mediate delivery. Phone 2824.
. 123
GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587.
tf
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY 
length, $14 cord delivered. Phone 
3850. . 124
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD. 




NEW YORK (A P)-A  champion 
was crowned Tuesday — reluc­
tantly—as the tops in breaking 
New York City’s traffic laws. His 
award was a $6,550 fine, the high­
est ever rung up in the long-stand­
ing drive against errant motor­
ists.
J. Philip Chaill, 54, of Fairlawn, 
N.J., pleaded he didn't have the 
money to pay off his accumu­
lated offences during a no-ques- 
tions-asked period last January.
Chief Magistrate John M. Mur- 
tagh said if Cahill doesn’t pay the 
fine by next Tuesday, he’ll go to 
jail for 393 days.
Cahill admitted 131 traffic sins, 
including parking on the sidewalk. 
He parked too far from the curb 
and too close to fire hydrants. He 
parked o v e r t im e, he parked 
double, in a bus stop, at a taxi 
spot and in driveways and cross­
walks. His licence was suspended 
and so was his resgistration, but 
he still drove.
Cahill was released in $3,000 





• / , '  ’ CfocffGQ  &SLOW * 
/ • -  MOttMAL,
W en Y o rk
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G O  W ES T, N O T  S O U TH , FO R  W A R M  C LIM ATE
Centrqj Canada is scheduled' 
to be the cold spot during the 
next three weeks. The U.S.
weather bureau’s forecast also 
includes good news for the 
west coast, which should re­
main above normal most of
the time, and for the cast coast, 




LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)— 
City police and school officials 
searched Central High School 
again Tuesday but found nothing 
after another anonymous tele­
phone caller reported that dyna­
mite waS inside—this time cap­
ped and fused.
IA/MCiM
1951. METEOR COUPE, FIVE 
passenger, equipped with radio, 
heater, 3 good tires, $500 cash. 
Phone 2125. 124
Auto Financing
TWO ROOM APARTMENT with 
bathroom, partly furnished, auto­
matic oil heaUng, now available. 
Can be seen at 275 Leon. Phone 
8027, 130
DRY SLAB WOOD -  Immediate 
Delivery. Phone 7073. 123
// PRINCESS" LINES
CAR BUYERS — Our financing 
service at low cost will help you 
make ft better deal. Ask us now Submit 
before you buy. Carruthcrs and ‘ 
Meikle Ltd.,, 364 Bernard Ave,, 
Kelowna.
THE BERNARD LODGE — BED­
ROOMS by day, week, or month. 
Also housekeeping rooms . Phone 
2215. , ■ 131
BERNARD AVE. PARTLY fur 
nished three-room suite. $40 
month. Phone 4018, 125
Board And Room 
Wanted
TO OBSERVE ELECTION
HALIFAX (CP) — Dr. Horace 
E. Read, dean of the Dalhousie 
law school, has been appointed to 
a three-man commission to ob­
serve the conduct of the national 
election in Cost a Rica Feb. 2. 
The commission members will 
reports to the govern­
ment, The reports may be used 
122 as the basis for improvement of 
electoral liberties.
Board And Room
RETIRED GENTLEMAN, QUIET 
privutc Christian home desired, 
with privileges, non sharing, 
quiet location. Box 3253 Courier.
122
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3491, 
133
ROOM AND BOARD, SLEEP- 




LOS ANGELES (AP) — Col. 
Jake Freedman, 64, a one-time 
streeet corner banana peddler 
who became one of the top fig­
ures in the Las Vcgns, Nev. 
gambling empire died here Sun­
day night. He was famous in Las 
yogas for having been n partici­
pant in n $1,000,000 dice game in 
1955, ,
Sew-oasy jumper in a lovely 
“princess” silhouette; flattery 
assured for every figure! Pair 
it with its companion blouse, all 
your sweaters; blouses. Easy to 
sew with our Printed Pattern.
Printed Pattern 9262: Misses 
Sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Size 16 
jumper takes 4Vi yards 39-inch 
fabric; blouse 1% yards. , 
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c),in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS STYLE NUMBER.
Requests for patterns should 
be addressed to Marian Martin, 
care of1 The Kelowna Courier 
Pattern Dept., 60 Front St. West, 
Toronto, Delivery of patterns 
will take about ten days.
Weird Aviation 
Story Unfolded
LONDON (AP)—The story of 
pilot and navigator wrestling for 
the controls of a diving RAF jet 
bomber, each thinking (the other 
was “drunk” from lack of oxygen 
has been made public by the air 
ministry.
A few weeks ago the two-man 
crew of a Canberra bomber was 
ordered to take the twin-jet plane 
up to 35,000 feet. The trouble 
started a t  30,000. - ;
The intercom broke down. The 
pilot didn’t know this. All he knew 
was that he heard some mum­
bling from the navigator’s end, 
then his name being called out, 
and silence.
An explanation flashed into his 
mind—anoxia, intoxication due to 
lack of oxygen which occasionally 
afflicts airmen at aYugh altitude.
He put the plane into a dive 
toward denser air, bending over 
the controls.
The navigator couldn’t under­
stand why they should be diving, 
since they were supposed to go 
higher. He rushed to the controls 
and saw the pilot, bending, check­
ing his instruments, and thought 
he had fallen -into a slump.
He grabbed at the controls and 





South Africa Tuesday completed 
its case in a treason inquiry 
against 95 whites and Africans.
, In one year and 33 days of the 
inquiry, government evidence has 
mounted to n e a r l y  2,500,000 
words.
. The inquiry was adjourned for 
eight days at the request of de­
fence lawyers, who plan a formal 




Columbia should have a co-ordi­
nated and highly efficient system 
of forest fire warning and con­
trol within three years, chairman 
W. B. Gayle told the third annual 
fire control court sponsored by 
the Canadian Forestry Associa­
tion here Monday.
He said government research, 
rangers’ reports, and observa­
tions by companies and individ­
ual researchers, plus improved 
instruments and equipment, all 
are being co-ordinated into a 
surer system of forest fire risk 
warnings.
PENTICTON (CP)—A request 
by Andy Benny, city recreation 
committee chairman, for $300 to 
support sports clinics will be con-
British sidered, Mayor C. E. Oliver said 
Monday.
Rural Teachers 
Hold Parley A t 
East Kelowna
PENTICTON (CP) — D. G. 
Craig has protested the city's ac­
tion to build a centennial-jubilee 
pavilion on the shore of Okana­
gan Lake. He told city council 
fcy letter the city had no legal 
right to build there. He did not 
amplify his claim.
PENTICTON (CP) — RCMP 
have been instructed by city 
council to enforce the Monday 
half-day store holiday in the city 
on the same basis as other muni* 
cipal laws,
NANAIMO (CP) -  A total ot 
624 homes have been built within 
city limits in the Hast four years. 
Remaining l a n d  suitable for 
building will supply the city’s 
needs for five to six years. ■
PENTICTON (CP)—City coun­
cil will assist Penticton Sawmills 
Limited to rebuild the plant 
which was destroyed in an Octo­
ber fire putting, 65 men out of 
work.
Make Peace
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) 
—Britain and the United States 
proposed Tuesday that Jordan and 
Israel destroy their military facil­
ities in a no-man’s land south of 
Jerusalem.
The proposal will be introduced 
in the Security Council Wednes­
day. The meeting was requested 
by Jordan for further considera­
tion of her complaint that Israel 
is violating a 1949 armistice 
thelagreement by digging in the bor-
EAST KELOWNA — The Rural 
Teachers Association had a 
supper in the Community Hall, 
when about.4ft teachers attended. 
Schools represented were from 
Peachland to Oyama.
G. R. Johnson, school inspector 
addressed the gatherings. Miss 
F. Treadgold, primary consult­
ant, was also present.
A large crowd attended the 
Saturday night dance held in 
the Community Hall. Pete Stoltz 
and his orchestra provided the 
music. Refreshments were avail­
able. These popular dances are 
sponsored by the •Community 
Hall Board. ' ~~~
plane dived. Unable to win con-ldcr buffer zone. Israel contends 
trol, the navigator switched on she is planting trees 
the pilot’s emergency o x y g e n  The British-U.S. resolution says 
supply, and stepped back to let Jordan and Israel should prevent 
it take effect. The pilot levelled all forces from passing over ar 
out the plane at 15,000 feet. mistice demarcation lines and
Then the two men looked at that Israel should stop digging or 
each other—and began sorting it planting until UN truce chief 
all out. They finished sorting it Byron V. Leary determines prop 
out in the officer's mess, where erty ownership in “the zone or un- 
the story started to get around.)til an agreement is reached.
“ It seems that they were both 
just a bit mixed yp, I'm afraid," 
an air ministry spokesman said.
He would not reveal the names of 
the two men.
Friends of Mrs. Jack Bauer 
will be pleased to hear she has 
returned from the Kelowna Hos 
pital and is now recuperating at 
home.
Mr. B. White has left the dis­
trict, He plans to reside in his 
former home in Vernon.
Mrs. G. Davidson left on the 
weekend for Revelstoke where 
she will visit with her son-in-law 
and daughter, Mr, and Mrs. J. 
Slaten.
Mrs. R, W. Rogers is visiting 
her son, John, who is a patient 
in the Pearson Hospital, Vancou­
ver.
R O O M  A N D  B O A R D
Property Wanted
SMALL ORCHARD WANTED by 
Individual purchaser with irri­
gation and good buildings, in­
cluding family residence. Buying 
through VLA. Phono 4585, 127
 ̂ Property For Sale
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM 
home, furnace, 220 wiring, close 
to  school ami park, excellent buy, 
terms.' Monthly payment $39, in­
cluding taxes and insurance. 
Phono. 4688. , 122
HOME WITH REVENUE. HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 





Going concern. Books can 
bo seen by conscientious 
buyer. Owner willing to as­








ISTERED C.K.C., 3 months old, 
male, fcmnlc (spayed If desired) 
$50 each, Tnmby Kennels, De­





No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
I Insertion ..........  per word 3f
3 consecutive \
insertions . ........ per word iyxt
8 consecutive insertions 
or more ............  per word 2f
Classified Display
One insertion ... ............ $1,12 inch
I consecutive
insertions „... ............   1,05 inch
1 copsecutive insertions 
or more ...................... j»5 inch
Business Personal
f t  S PEED Y D ELIV ER Y SERVICE
1 UNDER n e w  MANAGEMENT
II. E. (Herman) IIANSON
Owner-Manager
Mr. Hanson having purchased this business from
ARTHUR und GRACE SHELLEY
Will bo happy to servo their former customers, assuring i 
them of tho name "PROMPT. COURTEOUS SERVICE” 1
' •" 1 “ 1 Tito NeW Address Is f t 1'"' ' '
f t  . 1 4 2 7  ELLIS STREET
Residence Phone 3422 *• V  Business Phono 4023



















Sundays, Holidays snd 
Wednesdays 
t  p.m. to 8:30 p-m.
OHOYOOS CUSTOM^ HOURS




OTTAWA (CP)—Liberal Lionel 
Chcvrler said todny the Progres­
sive C o n s  ervntivc government 
wnnts an early election because 
it is seeking to escape tho re­
sponsibility of dealing with prob­
lems currently facing the country.
“The government wnnts to be 
efented," he said In n biting com­
mons attack on Prime Minister 
Dicfcnbnkcr, in particular, "Just 
to esoape the responsibility of 
dcnllng with urgent problems."
Taunting tho attentive prime 
minister, Mr, Chovricr added that 
all the government has to do is 
resign and then it can call such 
an election. ,
He referred to the Libernl mo­
tion of non-confidence in the gov­
ernment moved Monday by new 
Opposition Lender Lester H. Pear­
son. It in effect demanded that the 
Conservative government resign 
and give tho Liberals a chance to 
form n new government without 
an election.
D A IN T Y  D R EA M ER
flV vKRA WINSTON
The nightgown gets prettier, 
more like a flattering evening 
dress each season. As proof of 
this, wo submit this charmer 
of a night dress fashioned of 
no-iron rincron-and-cotton mix­
ture.' Vi»l lace marks the1 neck­
line and the scalloped hemline 
ami Is sewn in vertlcni rows on 
the, bodice. Pretty in white It 
has blue or pink satin cummer­
bund and piping.
JUST TO GET 
D IE EFFEC T O F  
HOW THE PEARL 
I  FOUND IN AN 
OYSTER W O U IP  
LO O K  AS A  TIEPIN,
I  5TUCK IT ON  
THIS'MATCH WITH 
A  PIT O F G L U E .,. ,
8
S O  I’M GOING 
T O  HAVE A
J e w e l e r  m o u n t  it
O N  A  G a o  STICKPIN, 
A N D  III WEAR THE 
PEARL WITH A  BLACK 
SILK C R AV AT!... 
I T U  P E 
SMART* LOOKING/ 
EH?
B Y G EN E A H ER N
\ '  ; / /  YES , WITH A  ■ ^
V v /  FASTIDIOUS DRESSER,
,//A BUT W R E  THE TYPE 
WHO’P  L O O K  M O R E 
NATURAL WTIH A N  EG G  
O R  G R A V Y  S P O T  O N  
YOUR T IE L W H Y  DO NT 
YOU S EE IF YOU CAN 
S E L L  THE P E A R L  TO 






p o n m t’tt
City Will Buy 
New  Back Hoe 
For $ 1 7 ,7 8 7
Expenditure of nearly $18,000 
was approved by city council 
Monday night.
The money will be. used to pur­
chase a new back hoc (mobile 
shovel digger) because the, pre­
sent one is outdated and, accord- 
Ing to Ald. Jack Treadgold, of 
little use.
In fact, according to Mr. Tread- 
gold, the present back hoe, a 
"Quickway" model, cannot be­
gin to cope with the work re- 
quired to be done Jn the city.
He said his department had 
been investigating purchase of a 
replacement for some time, but 
that he had received only two 
actual bids—both from local con­
cerns. One was for a new one, at 
$17,787, net, and the other was a 
larger, 1956 model, a t $21,000.
Aid. Treadgold said both firms 
reduced their prices upon learn­
ing they were bidding against 
each other and that generous 
trade-in offers had been made.
The $17,787 price agreed upon 
Includes trade-in price for the 
old bnck hoc and sales tax. It 
may take up to two months be­
fore the machine arrives.
Clara Simpson, Winfield, wa* 
fined $10, plus $5.50 costs, in dis­
trict court Tuesday on a charge 





Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. .Recom­
mended by the National 
Professional Organiza­
tion of Optometrists,
and APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 Bernard Ph. 2019
MERCEDES-BENZ
Fam ous fo r Q u a lity  and C o m fo rt
Engineered for Safety and 
Reliability, six cylinder twin 
carburetor gas engine, 30 miles 
to the Imp. Gal. guaranteed; 
air cooled power brakes, inde­
pendent wheel suspension and 
torsion stabilizer.
ANDFRSON’fi > ' 
SERVICE CENTRE 
CR. Pl-INDOZI and LEON
FOUR DOOR TYPE 220 S
GEMACO Phono 3993
\
WED.; JAN. 22. 1158 THE DAILY COUKIEB
AN TI-H  B O M B  SIG NATU R ES
Professor Linus Pauling of 
the California -Institute of Tech­
nology, a Nobel chemistry prize 
winner in 1954, tells of handing 
to Secretary-General Dag Ham- 
marskjold of the United Nations 
a petition signed-by more than 
9,000 internationally k n o w n  
scientists to stop the testing of 
nuclear bombs by international 
agreement. The petition' -was
prepared by. Dr. Pauling as an 
individual scientist and was 
signed by other scientists as 
individuals. No organization 
was involved in the formula­
tion of the petition or collect­
ing of signatures. On the peti­
tion were the names of 216 
members of- the Soviet Acad­
emy of Sciences.
C O N T R A C T  B R I D G E
®y B. JAY 0 ECKE&





+  K 8 5 3  
+ KQ107 
• , +9 8
+ 9 6 2
W fS t EAST
+ 9 4  ' + A Q J T 8 2
+  J 9 G + 8 2
+  A K Q T 4  3 + J1 0  85 2
+ J  10 + ------
SOUTH
+  10
+  A 4 4 I  
• ♦  —
+  A K Q  875  4 3
The bidding:
North E u t 8outh West
Pus 1 + 2 + 2 +
Pass 3 + 4 + 4 +
5 + * ♦ 5 * P ast




D E S  O S W E L L
Opening lead—nine of spades.
Alvin Roth, of Washington, 
D.C., is the great experimenter 
in the upper strata of the bridge 
world. He has come forth in re­
cent years with more new theo­
ries bf bidding than anyone else 
active in bridge today.
ah Individualists, of the first 
order, Roth has campaigned at 
length against many principles 
which are Universally regarded 
as basic tenents of bidding pro­
cedure. This his efforts have not 
been entirely in vain is attested
SCOUT W E E K
This, year the dates for Scout 
week are Feb. 17 to Feb. 23. 
Scout Sunday is Feb. 23 and 
special services are being plan­
ned throughout the district for 
this day. Scouters are urged to 
have their plans made will in 
advance.
A special Scout and Wolf Cub
SLEEP MACHINE 
LONDON (AP)—Moscow radio 
today said a Soviet scientist hks 
invented a machine which puts 
you to sleep by shooting electrical 
impulses . into the ' body.' The 
broadcast s a i d  the machine, 
known as “the universal stimu 
lator," will “enable medical men 
to study the complex nervous pro­
cesses that go on in men and 
animals" and can be used to 
diagnose and treat nervous ail­
ments.
by the gradual adoption of some 
of his radical ideas by many of 
the top players.
Roth, partnered with Tobias 
Stone, is playing on the Ameri­
can team that wil] clash with 
Italy and Argentina in the world 
championship match which starts 
at Lake Como on Saturday.
An example of Roth’s strategy 
in actual combat is furnished by 
this hand which was played in 
the international match between 
Great Britain and the Uni’x? 
States to 1955. Roth held the 
South hand.
Of course, many a bridge play­
er would sooner have his throat 
cut than be caught bidding mere­
ly two clubs with the South hand, 
but Roth thought he could best 
size up who bad what a t the 
table by taking it slow and easy.
No one can quarrel with ids 
tactics, in view of the result 
achieved. Six., clubs doubled was 
made with ease. The English 
East-West pair were sold on the 
idea, in the light of Roth’s bids, 
that he was simply sacrificing 
against a vulnerable game con­
tract.
They discovered their error too 
late, but were the first to con­
gratulate Rbth on the deceptive 
tactics he had used; to bring 
about a l\090-point plus score 
for the American team.
By way of contrast, here is 
how the bidding went at the 
other. table, where the British 
pair, with the North-South cards, 
went down 100 points.
DAILY CROSSWORD
LAMBS BLESSED
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope 
Pius today blessed two lambs 
brought to him in a wicker bas­
ket adorned with flowers, and 
ribbons. The lambs, symbol of St. 
Agnes, weije taken later to the 
convent of St. Cecilia ,in Rome 
where they will be raised. Even­
tually their wool will be clipped 
and used to make sacred pal- 
liums, tiie broad bands worn by 
the Pope and archbishops around 
their neck and shoulders.
window competition is being 
sponsered by toe Central Oka­
nagan Boy Scout Association 
Prizes will be given to the Scout 
Troops and Wolf Cub Pack with 
the best window. Thfe windows 
will be judged on originality and 
for ‘ boy-leader” efforts. If your 
troop or pack wishes to partici­
pate, let your district scouters 
know.
BRONZE ARROWHEAD
Action will start shortly on or­
ganizing a bronze 1 arrowhead 
training course. The course is 
open to the junior leaders of 
scouting. The course" is a lot of 
fun and patrol leaders are en­
couraged to participate in it. 
PUBLICITY
Scouters are urged to keep the 
they are not toe end. The end 
is character—character with a 
purpose." — Lord Baden-Powell 
of Gilwell, from Kenya in 1939.
“Good Scouting and Good Cub-, 
bing.” ,
news of their groups coming In. 
Letjs hear from your right away.. 
The’ new forms will be -out 
shortly. 1 
A “ B-P’’ MESSAGE
“Let us, in training our 
Scouts,—keep- the higher -aims in 
the forepront, and not let our­
selves become observed in the 
steps. Don’t let toe technical out­
weigh toe moral. Field efficiency, 
backwoodsmanship, c a m p i n g ,  
hiking, good turns, jamboree, 
comradeships are all means,
ACROSS
1. Game of 
chance 









5. The shore 
, 6. Tried
7. Fate











11. Ship’s prison 13. Concludes
12. Shake , 15, Avoid






















34. Lice , eggs




39. New York 
canal
40. Sagacious
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V O O D O O 'S  C A U LD R O N
By MARY-ANNA KIRSCHNER
SENIOR COUNCIL MEETING
The discussion at toe last 
meeting was the senior high 
dance which will be held on 
Friday. Time was set at 9 
o’clock, dancing to the-music of 
the Kelowna School Dance Band. 
Dress—boys, white or sport shirts 
and sport coats if desired.
Girls—between school clothes 
and formal dress. Refreshments 
will bo served.,
Graducation—The date for the
Srad has been set for May 31. POSTS
Basketball—It looks as if luck
!ust wasn’t with us. All three earns lost by considerable 
scores. The final outcome was: 
Junior girls 11-8; junior boys 31- 
18; senior boys 40-39, all in Kel­
owna's favor.
With good spotsmansfyip in 
mind toe Rutland players put 
forth good competition and had 
loads of fun doing so.
Tournament — The badminton 
tournament was held with Ver­
non as our competitors. Every­
one enjoyed themselves winning 
and losing games between one 
another. Vernon won the tour­
nament.
RED CROSS
The Junior Red Cross spons­
ored a hamburger sale. This was 
well supported for the delectable 
smell was all through the school, 
so how could one possibly resist 
the temptation.
PICTURES /
Our school pictures for our 
annual and next year’s student’s 
cards were taken. Mr. Campbell 
when informing us said, “So come 
tomorrow with your hair all 
brushed and teeth combed to 
smile at the birdie," Well—we 
smiled at the birdie anyway. 
SENIOR DANCE 
’jfthe “St&rllght Fantasy" was 
held in the Rutlnnd High School 
Auditorium. The crowd could 
have been better but those who 
attended enjoyed themselves 
thoroughly.
The Kelowna School v Dance 
Band under the leadership of 
Mark Rose supplied the music for 
the evenings enjoyment.
EXAMS >
Ho, Hum! We’re at it again. 
The January examination schcd 
ules >vcro posted in each of the 
senior high rooms. Naturally 
everyone is dreaming of cram 
ming the night before the test 
and hoping to goodness they pull 
through with at least 50 per 
cent.
Ripley's B ELIEVE IT O R  N O T
j-the only survivor 
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DAH^Y CRYPTOQUOTE- — Here’s how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R  
is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of toe words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
, A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
Z Q E  A E F G  Y Q G  H E N F E W  R F E P -  
P W F F ,  T E G  CO'Z C N Q A D G—A R E M U R A .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: EVERY MAN IS HIS OWN DOCTOR 
OF DIVINITY, IN THE LAST RESORT — STEVENSON.
Y O U R  HOROSCOPE
rs
FOR TOMORROW
Plairyour day’s schedule early 
and allocate sufficient time to 
accomplish tasks of immediate 
urgency, Lesser matters can 
wait. In business dealings, bp 
open-minded, about suggestions'. 
A "Know it all" attitude could 
defeat your purposes.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your chart indicates that your 
Zodiacal gifts should stand you 
in good stead this year. Your 
chief characteristics are Ideal­
ism and tolerance, and those you 
will need during the next twelve 
months, when tensions in both 
domestic and business partner­
ships are possible, Remember, 
however, that you are also in 
dined toward impulsiveness and 
this trait you will have to curb 
or you could aggravate un­
pleasant situations., This will be 
extremely important, not only 
during the doming week, but also 
in August^and November.
Do not expect any dramatic 
change in your joky or financial 
status in toe immediate future, 
but, if you make the most of 
opportunities available between 
early April and early July, y&u 
can wind up the year satisfac­
torily on both counts. Despite 
the fact that your horoscope 
promises a great deal of social 
activity within the next few 
mdnths, take is easy. Leave 
some time each day for quiet 
meditation . In this way you gain 
better perspective on possible 
problems,
A dilld born on this day will 
be versatile and an amusing 
conversationalist, but may bo In­
clined toward impetuosity.
SHOT BY PAPE R
LONDON (AP) t-  Mrs. Joan 
Russell won a £ 1,000 damage 
settlement Monday for injuries 
suffered when she was shot by 
the starting gun at a yacht race,
T H E O LD  H O M E  T O W N  -  Stanley
\~NOW LETTS PUT IT IMIS WAY--THIS0f5AtJC>_
IS 65%  BETTE*? THAN 7Z% Of TUB" STUPK
W H SO LD  4 0 #  Of* T W T IM H  LA ST V E A R -y . ,
-  AND 35%  STWCWXW A
so TPN PER cW  CHgApgW-*— V -prrLlL-tL---- CL------C&
~  k r i  only heard
AT® A j mil 
SmSeMMNBOWBRa
Ot Somerset*, Mnca, 
HAVUtfi [)tT4|0 HE OOULt 
EAT A MORE EXPENSIVE 
BREAKFAST THAN A FRlENO 
WON BV DOWNING ft 
SANDWICH CONSISTING Cp
a * too tun. a em tett
x s u m o F c m
THE LAST rood 
WORD*. l i t  
TAKE ITU
XTAOtT-V/lffBF BUYER -
1 49 0R+ (P*9® A+MDkBxM 8MA 9IM2 4+8484) A
.................. —............ ....■—
IQ O K.JM lSS JO N ES—  
T W S  V I R U S  S T U F F  
IS  C A T C H I N G —
STO P  CHflTTEfilNQy 
OCTOfifem r . w s u &  d o c t o r  
o r d e r s  a r e  f o r
M .
weu,Miss i H r  just b&isxy youVe
U t i M T I N S A L E —  A  G O T  A  W H O P P IN G  J  
W U t  S U R V IV E  T j  B O  T l w r e R A T U R E i
G E T  S O M E  S L E E A  
, C V S  W tlL  B E  S A C K  
I N  A  C O U P L E  O ** 
H O U R S  W k>
IF  T H E  D O T S  IN  T K S  I  
,  BAC K R O O M  C O U t O  * *  
S E f M S  KO IV—A R O U N D -  
T H E - C L O C K  N U O F S  
K R V C S - A N D  W H A T  
A  B R A C E  O F  N U R S E S /
08. PONT CALL ME MRS. WOtF.' 
IT'S SO STUFFV. MY F&STiNAMt’S 
4NA, BUT MOST P fO P tf CALL
.THO, GOODNESS KNOWS, l  HAVEN'T 
THE FAINTEST IDEA HOW LADY WOLVES




OR,PEAR! 1 HOPE X HAVEN'T GIVEN YOU 
THE WRONG IMPRESSION! I'M ONLY A WOLF 
BY MARRIAGE. MY MA1PIN NAME IS PlANA 
IA M B , so  r n  ACTUALLY A IAMB, 
m .  SAWYER. DO .-  '
V  YOU SEE? y
V O '  r.
TUB SPACE'CAK Tvesvs ANO tw in s  tupouoh 
tub HALL OF MWAOtLS
u
... ANP FfNA/LLV EM SFGSS-1 THiSUSA
ORSArcAve^ 
COVERED BY A 
CEILINO C
i
•lllllf M A M A - M A V  W  
I GO OVER 
TOJOANNIES 
HOUSE?
PF MAMA-MAY I 




j y f J  i  w o n d e r
Ci  IF SHE EVER 




I CAN TRICK TH' 
KIDS INTO . 
VUAR6 HIN’ ’E M / “ X
QIC,BOYS, WHILE i
DISH UP OUR LUNCH, 
DO VA M IND... r—
...FISHIN* OUT A  FEW  PENNIES I  SPIL L E D  IN MY 
TUB O ’ W A TER ? H ER E 'S  A  TO W ELT* DRY 
YOUR HANDS O N .? / - — N T
1-22, Sffi*
YOU NEED 
6 XSK Q SSI 
WHY DON'T
VJl IXw. . 1  JOINED A  COUPLE OF 
INPIAN'CUJSS LIKE YOU 
SAID,MICKEY... BUT THEY 
DON'T SEEM TO EXERCISE 
MUCHl m - v - n n
m
W













e STEAK OR I
60MB
RQAOTBEEP/
Y O U  C A N T  P O O L ,
U S  W ITH  T H A T ,  
'u E P T D V E R S i y  W B MAD 
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LIV E FISH SHIPPED T O  FR AN C E
Sturgeon and salmon from 
Canadian waters which will be 
on display, alive, at the prov­
ince of Quebec exhibition in a 
Paris department store arrived 
in the French capital in a state 
of semi-hibernation. At right 
is Dr. Gustave Prevost, direc­
tor of the office of biology of 
Quebec, who devised the means 
of transport and supervised the 
first shipment. The fish, as 
shown, arrived in a special 
container—a long bag of trans­
parent plastic material in which 
there was a small amount of
water, a t one degree above 
freezing, and pure oxygen. On 
delivery at the department 
store the fish were placed in 
Water raised to the temperature 
of their natural haunts and 
within a few minutes they were 
alive and swimming.
Adenauer Calls For More 
Level Talks Instead O f Letters
BONN (Reuters) — Chancellor 
Konrad Adenauer tonight called 
for more diplomatic taii^s and 
"fewer diplomatic letters to'bring 
about East-West agreement.
The chancellor’s appeal was 
made in a letter replying to two 
letters from Soviet Premier Nik­
olai Bulganin in December and 
.January.
Diplomatic talks at a lower 
jevel, the West 'German leader 
said, could pave the way for an 
East • West meeting of foreigd
Kansas City Gets 
" Paralyzing Storm
. KANSAS CITY (AP) — The 
worst snow storm of the season 
threatened to paralyze the Kansas 
City area today.
Up to 12 inches of snow was 
forecast by nightfall and the 
’weather bureau issued heavy 
snow warnings from northeast 
Oklahoma to lower Michigan.
i ministers and eventually of heads 
of government.
'He said his government fully 
adopted the proposals made in' 
President Eisenhower’s letter to 
Bulganin earlythis month.
Adenauer pledged that his coun­
try would never participate in a 
war of aggression.
Appealing for the “proved 
methods” of diplomatic conversa­
tions rather than letters, the chan­
cellor said:
“International > conferences—the 
need for which is beyond doubt- 
have incomparably - greater 
chances of success if they are 
carefully prepared by diplomatic 
means than if they are. preceded 
by a polemic exchange of letters 
which can be calculated only to 
throttle the first b e g i n n i n g s  
of germinating confidence.” He 
added:
“ I should therefore sincerely 
welcome it if you were "to de­
clare yourself in agreement with 
my proposal to begin diplomatic 
talks which perhaps at a confer-,
ence of foreign' ministers could be 
brought to the point where* the 
heads of government would face 
clear decisions perhaps between 
alternatives.
Adenauer said that the criti­
cism levelled by Bulganin at West 
Germany and her NATO allies 
for building up their defence pro­
grams is “ completely unjusti­
fied."
FORESAW own d e a t h  
LA BANDA. Argentina (AP)— 
Lorenzo Benegas at 73 decided he 
hadn't long to live. He bought a 
cemetery lot, and set about dig­
ging his own grave Monday. 
While he was shoveling the dirt 
a sudden electric storm came up.
A lightning bolt killed him. N
ARTIST DIES
ABINGDON, Eng. (Reuters)— 
Robert Gibbons, bearded Irish 
author, and artist, has died near 
here at the age of 68. He claimed 
to be the first artist to make pen­
cil drawings under the sea. In 
1938 he drew on roughened cel­
luloid sheets 20 feet under water. 
He also found fame as a sculptor 
and wood engraver.
EVACUEES ARRIVE 
AMSTERDAM ( R e u t e r s ) — 
Queen Juliana was at the dock 
here Monday to welcome nearly 
1,000 Dutch evacuees forced to 
leave Indonesia because of the 
Southeast Asian republic’s cam­
paign to gain control of Dutch 
New Guinea.
EXPLAIN NATO
PARIS (AP)—A week - long 
conference to explain the work­
ings of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization to 37 educational 
and public opinion experts from 
14 countries opened Monday at 
the Palais de Chaillot. Most of 
those present are university pro­
fessors, historians, journalists or 
public education officials. In se­
lecting the group, NATO officials 
made an effort to find people 
with wide influence in their ic- 
spective fields, capable of spread­
ing knowledge about NATO.
FIRE KILLS SIX
HASTINGS, Fla. (AP) — Six’ 
persons were burned to death 
Monday in a small frame farm 
home two miles south of here. 
Police said an investigation led 
them to believe that the blaze 
started w h e n  kerosene was 
poured on an open fire in the 
house.
Safety Conference. "The . sessions 
are scheduled for Thursday, Fri 
day and Saturday.
BOOSTER SHOTS
MONTREAL (CP) — Several 
thousand Montrealers employee 
in essential services are receiv­
ing anti-Asian flu vaccihe booster 
shots as insurance against a re­
currence of the outbreak which 
killed 30 Quebec residents last 
fall. The shots are being given to 
employees of hospitals, post of 
fices and similar Institutions 
which received shots last fall.
J A P  GIRLS P ER FO R M  IN  IC Y R IV ER
M O V I E  C O LU M N
To  Good
By BOB THOMAS 1
-HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Pioneer 
producer Jesse Lasky once gave 
this observation of film making: 
“The public wants sheer enter­
tainment with .a little uplift, a 
little hope. It does not want de­
pressing stores, unhappy endings 
(with an occasional exception) 
and It docs not care much for 
fantasy.
“But that Is only a formula. To 
find stories that contain those 
elements is another matter.’1 
Lasky devoted the last 25 years 
«f his life to such a quest. Broke 
and removed as head of Para 
mount, which he helped found, 
he devoted his Intense enthusl 
asm to-finding suitable film sub­
jec ts  and.sclllng. thcm to the 
studios-and the public. As long 
as he. kept his formula in mind, 
he generally succeeded. He often 
Called when ho attempted some­
thing apart from “sheer enter­
tainment."
FLASHBACK tec h n iq ue
One of his first films ns an 
Independent at Fox was The 
Power and The Glory, which 
: told its story in flashback after 
the death of the hero, a tech 
nique later used by Orson Welles 
and others, Lasky starred a young 
actor who had got in trouble with 
the studio by disappearing when 
ho was supposed to report for his 
first film. The Power nnd The 
Glory started Soencer Trncy on 
the road to nn illustrious career, 
Lasky had signed tenor Nino 
Martini nt Paramount, l a t e r  
dropped him when ho couldn't 
End a  film for him. At Fox, ho 
starred the singer in Here's to 
Romance, ' a commercial failure 
t Undaunted, Lasky tried ngnih 
With The Gay Desperado when he 
joined forcos with Mary Pick 
' ford to produce movies. This time 
Martini paid off, on a big hit, 
D u r i n g  a lull in his producing 
career Lasky decided to dip into 
radio: He promoted a show called 
. Gateway To Hollywood, in which 
unknowns were given a chance to 
act dramatic roles opposite well 
known stars. Two of tho winners 
were'Josephine Cottle and Lee 
' Bonncll, who later married nnd 
now .have four children. Mrs 
Donnell Is better known ■ ns Gale 
. Storm:
SUCCESSFUL BIOGRAPHIES
■> Tho producer got back into 
films in n big way with Ser­
geant York. He followed this with 
two other successful biographies 
at,W arner Brothers — The Ad 
venture:* of Mark Twin an<
, Rhapsody in Blue, the George 
Gershwin story, ,
Taking his company to RKO 
Lasky starred Cloudcttc CUlber 
and John Wayne in a rollicking 
Comedy, Without Reservations 
made at a  lime when Wayne was 
just beginning his climb to (op 
stardom. ' 1
The next film was not such 




VICTORIA — The stately Em­
press Hotel, official, residence for 
B.C.’s Lieutenant-Governor, will, 
be the focal point for six import­
ant state functions in a three- 
week period beginning Wednes­
day. These functions were form­
erly held at government House 
now being rebuilt after a fire
On one date Lieutenant-Gover­
nor Frank Ross will preside at a 
state dinner for 50 persons in the 
famous Empress room.
On January 25, Mrs. Ross will 
be a hostess at a luncheon, party 
in the Princess Louise lounge and 
another on February 3 in the 
vice-regal suite.
Another state dinner for 50 per­
sons will be held on February 5. 
Twenty members of the press wil. 
be guests at a luncheon the next 
day in the Albert and Charlotte 
dining rooms and his honor will 
stage a dinner party on February 
12 for approximately 25 deputy 
ministers in the Duke of Kent 
room.
CLAUDETTE COLBERT 
. . Lasky Starred Her
diracle of, The Bells and got the 
aspiration to cast the bobby-sox 
dol, Frank Sinatra, in the non­
singing role of a priest.
It was a good showmanship 
and it was a mistake,” Lasky re­
called. "Frank gave a perfect 
performance, but bobby - soxers 
who had come expecting their 
dol to sing were so disappointed 
that their word-of-mouth publicity 
undoubtedly discouraged others 
!rom seeing it.
WRONGFULLY ACCUSED
I was accused of wasting a 
good singer In a  non-singing role. 
It’s ironic that after I did my 
own picture an injury . . . hts 
career should reach Its zenith in 
ris academy nwnrd performance 
in From Here. To Eternity.”
In his long career, Lasky was 
seldom at a loss for words. But 
io liked to recall that it hap- 
icncd once, when he visited Prcs- 
dent Roosevelt with Sgt. Alvin 
York, tho First World War hero. 
FDR complimented him on the 
York picture, then asked, “By 
the way, Lasky, did you ever 
Find that scenario I sent you in 
1923?”
The reddened producer reimem 
jered that Roosevelt had sent 
ilm a treatm ent,of John Paul 
Jones’ life, I Have Just Begun to 
Fight. The script was lost and 
never found, Lasky finally re­
plied: “ If wo hadn’t lost It, you 
might be a scenario writer now 





LONDON (CP) — A Canadian 
newspaper man who travelled in 
Russia by auto said Tuesday 
his predominant impression was 
of the "tremendous drabness" of 
life and material conditions gen­
erally. ,
Jack Stepler, London represent­
ative of Southam newspapers of 
Canada, told -the Maple Leaf 
Luncheon Club that his second 
main impression was that “po- 
body tries to sell you anything/’ 
To a Westerner accustomed tb 
courtesy in stores nnd restaur­
ants, the effect was a little un­
familiar. • •
Geoff W ard,; secretary of the 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce 
in Great Britain, said in' thank­
ing the speaker he would like to 
know what Stepler “ really thinks” 
about Russia.
In reply Stepler said it might 
look glamorous, ns In the films he 
had shown to Illustrate hts talk, 
but the fcclliffc you had when you 
were there was of the reverse of 
glamor.
Stepler, chairman of the lunch­
eon club, visited Russia last year.
OF HARDY STOCK
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Al­
though part of his right foot was 
cut off when he was struck by 
train, *73-year-old Bill Howe 
walked 200 feet to his home Mon­
day and then called for help. Po­
lice took him to a. hospital where 
attendants said it might be neces­
sary to amputate his foot at the 
ankle. •
UN OFFICIAL STABBED
NEW YORK (AP)—A secretary 
of a French United Nations dele­
gate was stabbed in - the back 
Monday in Central Park by a 
teen-aged boy. The victim wasn’t 
even aware she’d been injured 
until she reached her office. Po­
lice could find no motive for the 
attack on Mrs. Odile Villars, 28, 
secretary to G e o r g e s  Picot, 
France’s permanent UN repre­
sentative. The wound was not 
serious.
FAITHFUL PET
BUNKER HILL, Mich. (AP)— 
The barking of a beagle hunting 
dog keeping a faithful vigil led 
searchers Monday to where his 
master had fallen dead with a 
heart attack. Zenon Boerjko, 37, 
of Jackson, Mich., had died while 
hunting rabbits. The dog re­
mained at the scene some 24 
hours and attracted the attention 
of searchers by barking and 
jumping.
LEADERSHIP RACE
MONTREAL (CP)—Paul Gerin- 
Lajoie, Montreal lawyer, said 
Tuesday he expects to reach a 
decision in “ about three weeks’ 
on whether he will stand as a 
candidate for the leadership of 
the Quebec Liberal party at a 
convention March 21-22. Georges 
Lapalme, leader since 1950, called 
the convention after a group.of 
Young Liberals urged his resig­
nation. Mr. Lapalme has since 
announced he also is a candidate.
MILLIONS IN CONTRACTS
OTTAWA (CP) -  Contracts 
totalling $3,483,103 were awarded 
during the last two'weeks of De­
cember by the defence production 
department and Defence Con­
struction (1951) Limited, it was 
announced Tuesday. A $658,145 
contract awarded to Canadair 
Limited, Montreal, for airframe 
spares, topped the list.
FLY TO INDIES
LONDbN < Reuters) —Princess 
Margaret will fly to and from the 
West Indies for her visit in the 
spring, her official residence, 
Clarence House, announced Tues­
day night. The 27-year-old prin­
cess will inaugurate the federal 
legislature of the'West Indies dur­
ing her stay.
' FIRST USAF CUTS
MANSTON, England (Reuters) 
—A United States Air Force jet 
fighter wing stationed at the fam 
ous Battle of Britain airfield here 
will be disbanded this summer, it 
was <announced Tuesday. Joint 
statement of the USAF and the 
air ministry said the cutting of 
the base will be the first of other 
cuts planned by the USAF in Brit­
ain.
INVITATION TO PRINCESS
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — London 
city council Monday night de­
cided to invite Princess Margaret 
to visit this city during her tour 
of Canada.. The princess, who will 
arrive in Canada July 12 to at­
tend the British Columbia centen­
nial celebrations, will tour other 
Canadian c i t i e s  during early 
August. Possibly Edmonton, Re­
gina and Winnipeg.
One of the annual Japanese 
events in January is swimming 
across the Edo river in the
near-freezing water. Here five
fir Is perform the “kasa” (um- rella dance) in the water
while young and old 
their turn to swim.
Avrali^
ACTRESS IN HOSPITAL
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — Film 
star Gene Tierney is a psy­
chiatric patient at the Menninger 
Foundation here. A foundation 
spokesman said Miss Tierney was 
admitted “shortly before the first 
of the year.” Details of.her illness 
were not specified.
To Vote PC 
Paper Says
By AL MARKED 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
VICTORIA (CP) -—  Dozens 
of last-minute det&ils were being 
attended to Tuesday . in frantic 
preparation for the Thursday 
opening of the second session of 
B.C.’s 25th Legislature.
The spring session has been 
dubbed the “Sawdiist Session" 
because it is expected forestry, 
British Columbia’s largest in­
dustry, will dominate discussion.
New legislation governing the 
forest industry in expected to 
be introduced by the government, 
following exhaustive study of the 
900-page royal commission re­
port made by former chief 
Gordon Sloan ^ast September 
It was also expected there 
would be sharp debate on the 10- 
year appointment'of, Mr.-Sloan 
as Forests adviser to the govern­
ment at an annual salary of 
$50,000.
JUVENILE PROBE
Another feature in the session 
will be the appointment Of a 
legislative committee to study 
juvenile delinquency' and decide 
whether or not a royal commis­
sion is warranted.
B.C.’s new Municipal Act, 
passed at the last session of the 
legistlature, is expected to pro­
vide opposition members with 
plenty of ammunition. The oppo­
sition last year contended such 
an important act should not be 
rushed and needed further study. 
Their claim this session prob­
ably .will be that complaints con­
cerning store closing hourse have 
supported their contentions.
Commercial Sunday sport in 
Vancouver seems to be assured, 
with the promise by Attorney- 
General Robert ,Bonnei* that the 
government would support the 
necessary charter amendment. 
It must, however, be approved 
in court befofe becoming law. 
COMPENSATION ISSUE - 
More criticism of’'the Work­
men’s Compensation Board, pos­
sibly by CCF opposition and gov­
ernment members alike, is likely 
this year. Repeated scoring of 
/vr-TAurA T5\ rm, «... ,the government last year on theOTTAWA (CP) The Citizen ajiegefl “cold-hearted” attitude
says the two independent mem- 0f -the board prompted a Social 
bers of the Commons may switch credit convention to call for an
inquiry Into the board and the 
accompanying act.
The gigantic scheme in North­
ern B.C. proposed by Swedish
Speare will make their maiden 
speeches' when they moved and 
seconded the reply to the throna 
speech.
Successor to Thomas Irwin as 
speaker is Hugh Shantz (SC- 
North Okanagan). Mr. Irwin re­
signed to contest and win the fed­
eral seat of Burnaby-Richmond.
House standing: Social Credit 
39, CCF 10, Liberals, 2, Independ­
ent 1—-Total 52.
financier Axel Wenner-Gren un­
doubtedly , will come under fire 
by the Opposition again. Their 
charges ôf “give-away” have 
been hotly denied by Premier 
Bennett, k *
The budget, scheduled to be 
presented by' Premier Bennett- 
in his role of finance minister— 
during the .first week’ of Feb­
ruary, will be .watched closely 
to see if it supports rumors of 
falling revenue ih B.C. Mr. 
Bennett has alreadjr indicated it 
will fall short of 'th e  record 
$2%,000,000 budget presented at 
the last session.
The Sommers Case probably 
won’t be discu'sssed very much 
this session because it is still be­
fore the courts. The RCMP late 
last year charged former lands 
and forests minister, Robert 
Sommers with conspiring to ac­
cept bribes. The Opposition 
probably will ask why more than 
two years passed before the 
charges were laid.
Three members and a new 
speaker will be seen in the 
house this year, the three are 
Dr. Gordon Gibson (SC-Delta), 
William Speare (SC-Cariboo)-and 
Cedric Cox (CCF-Burnaby). AU 
won their seats in a September 
byelection. Dr. Gibson and Mr.
'  THE YEAR’S BESTS
BOMBAY (Reuters) — A n m - 
dian newspaper poll of readers 
Monday nominated Queen Eliza­
beth 'the woman of the year, So­
viet leader Nikita Khrushchev the 
man of the year, the Soviet Sput­
niks, the scientific event of the 
year and the U.S. Vanguard 
rocket the flop of the year. Tlie 
newspapers are the Free Press 
group.
to the Progressive Conservatives 
before Parliament is dissolved.
They are Dr. Raoul Poulin of 
Beauce, Que., and Benoit Chabot 
of Kamouraska, Que, Both were 
unopposed by the Conservatives 
in the last general election 
The Citizen says they are likely 
to run as Conservatives in the 
next election.
The newspaper quotes Dr. Pou­
lin as saying he has not yet 
reached a decision but that many 
of his supporters feel he should 
run as a Diefenbaker supporter.
V.
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of Luxuria Cream 
IS O N
Selling for Half Price at
1 .2 5
L O N G
SUPER D R U G S  L T D .
' “Where All Kelowna Saves"
SAFETY CONFERENCE
OTTAWA (CP)-Safety coordi­
nators from 10 provinces meet in 
Ottawa this week for a Dominion- 
provincial conference on highway 
safety, it was announced Tues­
day. The co-ordinators will be 
guests of the Canadian Highway
T O D A Y 'S  T R EN D
is
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DROPS ROCKETS
ZWEIBRUECKEN, West Ger­
many (Reuters)—Police and mil­
itary authorities searched Mon­
day night for a number of rockets 
that were lost from1 on RCAF jet 
fighter during a flight near Zwct- 
bruccken Monday, Police said 
two clusters of rockets fell from 
the plane: Each weighed about 22 
pounds,
F O R
V E R Y  DESIRABLE STORE
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Double Bill — Note Early Start ;— 6:45 p.m.
a man like SHANE 
...the suspense 
of HIGH NOON!
RhO RADIO flCUillJ MUOUft




Both pictures should (appeal (o young and old. 
Note Starting Tithes —  6:45 and 8:18
COMING FRIDAY —  “GUN GLORY"
t'Now Vm  really taring, ••
No more dipping into my Savings Account 
since I started using the RoyAl’s Personal 
Chequing Account for paying hills,"
THE ROYAL BANK "2-ACCOUNT PLAN"
protects your Ravings — lets your balance
grow w ith  regular deposits, plus interest.
■ , 1 ' \  ■, 1 '■ »
T h a t’s because the  plan p rov ides '« <
second, separate account for paying hillrt.
T his Pernonol Chequing Account no t only helps
you handle your household expenses - ;
1 on a business-like basis b u t can savo
you money on cheques, too.
Ask your Royal B ank teller to  set up A - 
x ‘̂2-Account P lan”  for you.
THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
